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AL3UÜEKQUE MOKNING JOURNAL
GOMPERS LAW HAMPERS ENGINEER DIES ITALIAN

TUFT RETURNS SAM

OFFICERS ON

GROWS

VIRGINIA

SPRINGS
CANDIDATE-WOR-
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THIRTIETH YEAR.

ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE

WILLING TO SACRIFICE

SANTA FE WESTBOUND

TO

LIMITED

SUPPRESS INSURRECTOS

HIS JOB FOR PRINCIPLES

WEEK

AND

?ÍIPEND1S

tí vUTE

OANGEROUSTO
DEMOCRACY

MILLIONS

I

OUT

BY STRENUOUS

FIGHT FOR

MARTYR
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GIRL'S SEPÍRAIF

IN

FORTUNE INVOLVED
DITCH

DEMANDS OF WEST

IN

VIRGINIA

HART WILL CONTEST

DISSECTS THE

BRYAN

HEARST PLATFORM

DEMOCRATS

Head of American Labor Hotly United States Anxious to Help Henry Rossiter Stays at Post, Adopted Daughter of Wealthy Jim Crow Law and Disfran- Declares Voter Who is Carried
Preventing Appalling Loss of American Who Died in Paris,
chisement Planks Adopted Away With Its Glowing PromMexican Government Finds
Freedom From Politics For Denies Attempt to Deliver the
Life, But Sacrifices His Own,
ises of Reform is Merely
After Fight in Convention;
Seeks to Share In the Vast
Vote of Union Workers to Task One of Exceeding DeBalance of Heated Term;
Passengers Injured,
Helping Republicans,
State Ticket Named,
Estate,
licacy,
Democracy,
Hitchcock Coming,

Plans Rest and Comparative

Bf MnmliiK Journal Hperlal Leased Wire.)
Washington, July 30. "The report
that 1 have ever said that I would
not deliver the labor vote to any
iparty is an infamous lie," said Sam
uel Compels, president of the Amerl- I.ulior toitav "IIP.
..1 I..
Iganized labor Is not only honest, but
intelligent enough to choose the par
ty for its support, which will best
represent Its interests.
"It Is' possible that lies and mis
the enemies or organ
il
ized labor may injure me personally
and even be successful in accom- pllshlng my removal as president of
the American Federation of Labor,"
said Mr. Goinpers, "but that will
never change my course in battling
for the principles for which I stand.
"It Is not a question of polities
tigue.
with me. I have no politics, or if
At Covington, Va., the car which I have they are the politics of the
party occupied was people.
the candidate
switched to the branch line. Mr. Tafl
"I fully expected when I took the
wus greet by quite a crowd and shook stand which I have," said Mr. Com
hands and chatted for some minutes pers, "that some would disagree with
through the car window.
me. I don't expect the labor world
The engagements during August are to accept my conclusions in every in
to be very limited it the wishes of stance.
expected to be criticised
the candidate can be realized.
For too, in some quarters, but 1 did not
next Wednesday he haa accepted an think that the criticism would be so
Invitation to address the annual meet-i- unjust as to be contemptible.
I
of the Virginia Bar association to stand for the right of the individual
be held here. His speech wl" be
person.
A home show to be held
"i regard my position as president
at White Sulphur Springs, Friday and of tile American Federation of Labor,
Saturday next week to which Repres- as the most exalted and honorable in
entativa Oalnes, of West Virginia, has this world, to which
ever
could
extended an urgent invitation to the wish to aspire. It Is a sacred trust
Is
party
admittedly
Taft
somewhat with Which my fellows have honored
tempting to Mr. Taft. He says he me because of my convictions and the
would like to go, especially ax the trip principles which T advocate.
They
would be made over mountain roads may takeJiat honor away from nnv
it) a coach.
The proposed rally ot if thev litr. un.! r
tv r
viiglua republicans winch is being will. But It will not prevent me from
arranged to take place here at a date fighting for the cause which is my
In August yet to be fixed, will afford life's work, Just as I have in the past
an opportunity for what Mr. Taft ex- and I purpose to do in the future.
pects to be his only political speech
"I want no political office or holier.
that month.
I have nothing for sale and do not
Frank H. Hitchcock, chairman of propose to begn at ths late day by
the republican national committee, is selling my honor.
expected to have a conference with
"What I think and what I say Is
Mr. Taft here, probably shortly after from conscientious evictions that It
the New Yor headquarters have been i Is truth. No one can mnke me sac
opened on August t and Arthur I. rifice my honest conviction.
Vorys, chief of staff of the candidate,
"My editorial In the Federation is
is expected to be a frequent visitor openly and forcible set forth as my
here during August.
position. He who runs may read and
Aside from a somewhat extended understand.
Those who have taken
talk with United States Senator Scott, Issue with the position therein set
this forth, not understand me, with the poof West Virginia, on the train
morning, Mr. Taft has been free from sition I am allege, to have assumed,
political discussion today.
are política renegades and disgraced
outcasts of labor. I do not mean that
they who dlffor with my opinion arc
hut those who have denounced
CASHIER ARRESTED such,
ne and claim that I have not set
forth the facts as they are."
Frank H. Hitchcock,
republican
national chairman, when asked as to
the truth of the report that a perFOR BIG
sonal campaign was to be waged
against Mr. Compers, replied:
"Nothing of the kind has been arranged."
'
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IBy Morntnit Journal Nee, hit
Wlre.l
Hot Springs, Va., July 30. Candi-- ,
date William H. Taft admitted this
afternoon that he K It somewhat tired
from the rapid evolutions In- has been
going through the past eight duys.
He reached the Homestead here
shortly before 11 o'clock today from
Cincinnati, accompanied by Mrs. Taft
and General and Mrs. Corbin.
After passing on an accumulation
of correspondence, he went over the
four mile golf course with Senator
Bourne, of Oregon, as an opponent.
Upon returning to the hotel be casual,
ly remarked that
lie believed the
change from the heat of Cincinnati to
the comparatively cool air of the
mountains produced a feeling of fa-
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Seattle Bank 0fFicial

ív

Returns

From Vacation to Farce Shoit-ag- e
of $48,300; In Jail Without Bail.

Jnonl HnUl Iun

Wlre.l

Washington July 30. Inability to
political
extradite offenders for
offenses, which In the opinion f
the administration are really crl;
and should be extradited, is provln
source of great Irritation In the effor
which the I'nited States government Is
making to break the revolutionary acboundtivity along the Mexican-Texa- s
ary. This, cogpled with the difficulty
In detecting and proving violations In
the neutrality laws, render It difficult
to convince the Mexicans of the
of this government In its determination to punish Ui' gil'Hv. On ills
recent trip to Oyster
assadr.
i border
Creel talked over tf 1
trouble with President '
('I'll, W IltP
J to the
is determined to put 8!
, governtrouble as far as lies lnj I "7
ment's power. The pre! int. It Is
said, favors if necessary, y employmay apment of special consuls, v.
ply themselves to the que.J"tm of neu- so
trallty violations and ex
that the lav may be fully enforced.
Officials ticifHcnd there Is no reason
why persons on this side of the border
who foment revolutionary movements
and cross Into Mexico to engage in
raids and other operations of a criminal character and then seek safely
from punishment In this country,
should have any exemption from extradition on the alleged ground that
tijair acts were political, (in the contrary, the official view Is tha-- . they
should be extradited as felons. The
Mexican
and I'nited States governments, it was officially Raid, are fully
aroused in this matter and that the
former will take drastic steps to end
this series of pernicious activity, so far
as ll Is incident to United States .soil.

Bj Morning Journal special Leaned Wlre.l IH.v Morning Journal Speihil turned Wire.)
Topeka, July 3n.- Santa Fe passenNew rorfc, July 30. -- In the tiling
ger train No. 3, the westbound Cali- today with the probate clerk In the
fornia limited, went into the ditch at surrogate's Office of objections to the
rusa, twelve miles west of here, admission oí the will and its live eodl-cal- s
morning. Engineer Henry Kos- of Benjamin Hurt Is a story of
r was killed and several pessengers, unusual Interest. The objections are
-

--

A

ain-ceri-

'

ill

mployes of Ww railway and Pullman
company, we ro Injured, rcvery car on
the train left the track.
The train was running at the rate of
fortp miles an hour when tin wnck
occurred.
Henry Hosslter the engineer, stayed
in the cab and applied the air brakes
and thus saved (lie train from a much
more serious wreck, but the act cost
the brave engineer his life. When
dragged from the cab after the wreck
every bone in RoMlter'B
body vvus
broken and he was badly mangled.
Fireman Haslet also stayed lie ,he
cab, but t.scaped with a severe scalding from escaping steam. Ilaslett
dragged the dead engineer from the

wrecked engine
F. W. Pickens, postal clerk of Arkansas City, was internally injured.
The passengers in the dining car and
the Pullmans were badly shaken up
Mrs. ReglnU Reeves, of New York
City, en route (o l.os Angeles, was badly bruised aiftl became unconscious
from the shock of the wreck. When
brought to .Topeka. Mrs. He ves was
OAI) partly conscious.
The engine left the rails and turned
over in the ditch to the left of ttte
track. The baggage car was dragged
after the engine and turned half way
across the track The buffet car was
derailed and torn from Its trucks by
the shock of tha wreck. At the point
of the derailment there was a ditch on
Two hunboth side. of the tracks.
dred feet oi rttk was torn up. It will
c ep.i'-,TUrylce tonight, the pi-- ,
:

COKKAT. PKOTT.S.ittS VOT

K.vow OF

ui:poi:ti:i OtTttKEAK

ficla

Is

say.

Among the
Mexico City, July 30. Vice Presi- arc:
dent Corral, who is also minister of
H. K. Artes,
the Interior, reiterated his statement
KrU' s
of yesterday thai Ills government was
Moore,
Ignorant of any outbreak on the bor- - crushed.
der.
At both the state and Interior departments it was said that news of
the reported outbreak near Comstoek,
Texas, was unconfirmed.

train employes Injured
a porter, hand broken.
waiter, knee dislocated.
waiter, on hand badly

I

w

HOARY LIBEL SPRUNG ON

TAFT; PROMPTLY

DENIED

Hot Springs Va., July 30. F. W.
Carpenter, private secretary to Judge
Taft, this afternoon Issued the following statement:
"Friends of Mr. Taft, on returning
here from Cincinnati, found a story
Circulating that Mr. Taft had lr some
speech or at some time declared that
a dollar a day or a dollar and a quarter a day, was enough for any workman. This story Is entirely false. Mr.
Taft never made such a statement or NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
anything Ilka It. This Is made upon
MERGER ACCOMPLISHED
the authority of Mr. Taft himself."

HAGAN

GIRL

SUSPECT ELUDES

by the postoffice officials to be the
companion and accomplice of Charles
Henley. July 30. The Cambridge Savage, the alleged mail pouch robber,
eight, on which the United Kingdom and to have possession of a part of
depended to win the championship In the $:,, IMIO stolen from the Kansas
the elght-oare- d
contest, was defeated City union station June 6th, eluded
In the International regatta here this pnstoffice Inspectors Brew and Mills
afternoon In the fourth heat by the here this afternoon.
The woman came to
Belgian crew belonging to the Club
Nautique de Gaud. This crew holds from Denver, where It Is said she was
the Henley grand challenge cup which the companion of Savage previous to
The officers arrived at the
It won two years ago and which It aria1 his arrest.
not allowed to defend In this year's home of her mother, who lives here,
regatta. The Belgians won by a length to find that she had left but a, lew
and a half over a course a mile and moments before.
a half long. Their time was eight
minutes and twenty-tw- o
seconds, They AUTO RUNDOWN BY
led nearly all the way.
TRAIN; TWO MEN DIE
The Leander crew lleat the Canadian Argonauta after a fine and hard
race by a length in the third
of
Pa., July
Crew on Henley Course,

four-oare-

d

e,

Philadelphia.
chief clerk In the bureau
of police In this city, and Harry Brow-ley- ,
of a well known firm of manufacturers, were run down and killed by a
train while crossing the tracks of the
Heading railroad at Nlcetown station
hi the northern section of the city
The men who
early this morning.
were In an automobile were running
at a rapid rate and crashed through
the gates at the crossing directly In
the path of a train. The automobile
was turned over and wrecked and bnlh
men were burled under It and horribly
crushed.

CALL ISSUED FOR GREAT
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS
Abilene. Kas . July 30. J. B. Case,
president, today Issued the call rnr the
annual session of the tranamisalsslppl
commercial congress, fixing the dates
at San Francisco. An
for October
exceptionally strong program, with a
promise of address, by Taft, Bryan,
Secretary Garfield and many men
prominent In national business affairs
Is being prepared.

made by counsel for Isabel Lucchesl
Hart Ouillemin, adopted daughter of
the testator, and wife of Jean Ouille-mln- ,
counsel to the French embassy
in Vienna.
Mr. Haft left an estate valued at
several millions,
He started as a
clothing peddler hi Virginia In the
eariy no s aun alter tne civil war came
to New York where he amassed a
large fortune. He married and went
to Paris,
where he maintained a
luxurious establishment.
Adopting
Isabel Lucchesl, a young Italian girl.
as his daughter, he soon afterwards
separated from his wife and subsequently obtained a divorce from her.
She returned lo New York, Where she
rrd on a monthly allowance up to
the time of his death.
Mr. Hail
claims that the divorce was never legally obtained.
Madame Oabrlelle Juliette Anter-nett- e
de Ble, who for several yens
presided over Mr. Hart's Paris establishment, was left by him an annuity
of $10,000 beside the house with all Its
0
contents and a specific bequest of
to be paid bar Immediately after
hla death. Michael Hart, a nephew of
Benjamin Hart, who lives In this city,
Is the chief beneficiary
under the
will. He Is to receive the income n'
the residuary estate for life. Hurt left
several bequests to his adopted daughter, which he afterward revoked on
account of her manage to Ouillemin.
Madame Culllcmin in tha objections
tiled, asserts ibat the courts of Npw
York have no jurisdiction to admit the
will and codiculs to probate as Mr.
Haft was not a resident of the state
of New York but resided In Paris
both when he executed the will and
all Its codlea It and also at the time
of his death.
She also clulms that
the will and rodicals were not executed in accordance with the laws of the
She declares that
French republic.
she was Hart's legally adopted daughter and as such Is entitled to an In
(crest In his estates, both under the
laws of France and 'he laws of this
state.
The probate of the will la asked for
by the UNlted Slates Trust company,
executors of the win.
$2f.-(10-

Trackmen Die In Path r Train.
Port William. Ontario, July 80. A
Canadian Pacific express train today
ran Into a gang of sixty section men
employed on the double track at Osco
Three men were killed and a fourth Is
so badly Injured that he will die. The
men bad stepped from the westbound
Hack to allow a freight train to pass.

SHOCKING ABUSES IN
GEORGIA PRISON PENS
From

President Law, Back
Eastern Trip, Says ConstrucBELGIAN OARSMEN T0C
POSTAL INSPECTORS
FAST FOR BRII ISHERS
tion of Coal Line Will ComLeavenworth, Kas., July 30. Dala
mence at Once,
Foreign
Defeat Crack Cambridge Williams a negro girl who Is belle v

(Bj Morals Journal SverliU IjimI Wire
Seattle. July 0. ft. F. Parkhurst,
assistant cashier of the First National
bank of this city, was arrested today
and when confronted with an apparent discrepancy in bis accounts confessed to a shortage of $48. 330. Park-hurs- t
han neen on a vacation and was
arrested Just as he was returning to
the bank. He said he bad heen expecting to be arested and has made
Parkhurst
no effort to secure ball.
covered his shortage. It is said, by operating dormant accounts, transfer
ring amounts for one to another as
the rase demanded. The bank Is protected by a surety bond. Parkhurst
hat
Is married and an expensive style of
the championship eights
living Is said to have been the cause
McCullough,
United Kingdom, deof his downfall.
feated Levltselay, Hungary. In his heat
of the single "hulla by six lengths.
I AOKAWANNA SWITCHMEN
The Lcanders bent the Imteh crew
race, while In the
VOTE FOR GENERAL STRIKE In the
last heat of the single schulls Black-staffUnited Kingdom, defeated Von
Orand Mas- Oaha, Germany. The finals will he
Hcranton Pa . July 30
ter Hawley, of the Switchmen's union, rowed tomorrow.
announced today that eighty per cent
and
Acquittal of lhu kinall.
of the Delaware, Lackawanna
London, July 30. Robert Sevier, edWestern railroad men have voted for
a strike, and that the grievance com- itor of the Winning Post today was
mittee Is now awaiting a reply from found not guilty of the charge that he
President Truesdell to a letter sent last had attempted to blackmail Jack Joel,
night requesting a conference with a a nephew ,,f the late Harney Barnato,
view to affecting a settlement before by threatening to publish a defamaHi. committee takes up the question of tory article about Joel unless the latter paid him 125,000. The trial has
ordering the men out.
Speaking of the controversy over the been going on for several days.
discharge of certain switchmen, Orand
British Old Ago Pension Hill.
Master Hawley, In a statement given
I. mu, ion.
July 30. The house of
out today, says that "prejudice seems
to have been the prevailing faculty lords passed today the old age pon--jhill with several amendments,
which prompted the subordinate officials In their actions, and their state- which will be rejected by the house of
There Is little doubt that
ment la framed In auch a way aa to commons.
mislead the general superintendent, the lords will acquiesce In these re
and as a result he has sustained the lections when the measure la returned
to them.
subordinate officials."
1

(By Moraine

Special

lilnpntrh

im

the Moraine

Journal.)

Santa Fc. July 30. Robert Law,
president of the Santa Vv Centra! railroad, returned here last evening from
a trip to Pittsburg, New York
and
ea item
itlos
ui li,
The reorganiza
tion of the company and Its merger
with the Aibuquefojue Eastern, under
the name of the New Mexllco Cental.
Js an accomplished fact and the meeting lo lie held early In September will
simply he a ratification of the work
which hai bei n done. Instead of wult-Infor this meeting before commencing construction work It has been decided to commence the construction of
the branch to Hagan at the earliest
possible date, and to that end material In now on the way. A portion of
til,- - contractor's outllt has been shipped and the remainder will be shipped
as, soon as It can he got together and
placed aboard ibe cars. The actual
work of construction on the Hagan
branch will be commenced within n
month, and the work will be rtuhad
to completion as soon as possible in
order that ths company may get Into
the market with Hagan coal.
President Law was not communicative as to what the intention of the
company Is In reference to future work
after the completion of the Hagan
road, but Intimated that the company
had other plans under consideration.
There appears to be no foundation for
the report that the Denver and Rio
Crande Is back of the reorganisation
of the Santa h'.e Central. The new
capital Is eastern capital, with which
the. Denver and Rio Orando has no
connection.
i

World's IteiorH for Flreimn.
Clinton, la.. July Í0. Paddy and
Prince, the Hloux City fire team, won
the free for all race this afternoon In
the State Firemen's tout nam, nt. es
tabllshlng a world's record by making
the half mile run with Bunk hitch and
coupling In 1:16.

Atlanta, Ga., July 30. a. F. Hurt,
testifying before the legislative committee investigating the conduct of the
state prison board, told the committee of an incident In which one convict
armed with a pick was set upon another convict, similarly armed. In an
effort to capture and subdue him.
During the encounter this convict
drove his pick into the insurgent up
to the hilt, the point of the pick penetrating the man's lung. He afterward
died from pneumonia.
Lessees of the convicts cnlled to the
stand swore thai members of tb Georgia prison commission knew that they
wee fiaying extra salaries to the
,.i
and wardens testified
h officers
that they made no attempt to conceal
such facts from the hoard.

I

By

Morning .louraal HwUU

Imnd

I By

Wire

Morn

lilt Journal aséela! Ltawd Wire.

Charleston, ,lul ;ll. Alt, r an all
Falrvlew, Lincoln, Neb,, July 30.
night session the democrats of West
most Interesting piece of news
The
Virginia In convention here nominated
Louis Bennett, of Louis county, for to emanate from Falrvlew today was
governor at I o'clock tills morning. a formal statement by William JenThe convention had struggled for nings Bryan. In which he detects tho
hours ov r the only two planks In the
party
platform thai were not unanimously platform of the Independence
convention,
Chicago
at
adopted
the
approved, Tbane two planks were the
negro disfranchisement
yesterday,
and
and "Jhn which adjourned
Crow" planks which alter the resolu- jiolnts out that It contains a numtions committee had reported then)
or subfavorably were made a part of the ber of planks Identical with
planks
of
to
stantially
the
similar
platform a mi, scenes Of wildest ex
platform. He decitement yesterday afternoon. The the democratic voter,
who preferring
negro disf franchise niea clared thai the
the
text
the democratic platform to the replank follows:
Joina
"Believing thai the extension of the publican platform, and yet who mereparty,
elective franchise to a race inferior In with the Independence
intelligence and without pi pa rat ion ly assists the republican party and
defeats the reforms in which he
for the wise and prudent exercise of thus
Is interested.
Mr. Bryan argues' that
a privilege so vital to the maintenance
Is not whether one can
question
the
If
a
good
government was
of
mistake.
that he wants.
not a crime, committed by the repub- Iget all the reforms
get the most reform,
lican party during the reign of pas- but how he can
sion and prejudice following the civil and he asserts that the democratic
war for political ends and purposes, parly offers tho best opportunity to
we declare that the democratic parts-I- secure that which Is obtainable at
this time. No attempt will be made
In favor of so amending the constitución as to preserve the purity of by Mr. Bryan to reply to the open
(he ballot and the electorate of the letter of Victor llosevvater of Omaha,
between Mr.
state from the evil results from con- charging a Conspiracy
Slate
ferring such power and privilege upon Bryan and his brother-in-lathose who are untitled to appreciate Chairman Allen, to "purloin" votes
in Nebraska.
"He simply addressed
its Importance, as it affects ths stability and preservation of good govern- that letter to me to attract attcnHon," said Mr. Bryan. "He Im hard-g- o
ment.
ly the man to
to the populace as
"We favor the enactment of a law .......
,. ..
I
requiring common carriers engaged In
preparation
actual
of tho
onuMeneer IraCUe lo flllllLsb Nenarulc
nnirtliM
nAmtualrtmanla
for while (Speech of acceptance was begun by
Mr. Bryan today. Among tho notable
and colored passengers."
Following Is tho state ticket as visitors, who will be present on the
day or the notification, will he John
nominated by the convention:
Uvula W. Kern of Indiana, the democratic
Bennett,
Governor - Uiuls
vice presidential
nominee.' At Hit:
county.
Secretary of State Adam B Little- conclusion of exorcises, Mr, Bryan
will r
Ive the notification commitpage, Kanawu county.
tee
and
several distinguished guests
Wood
State Auditor Oscar Jenkins.
at Falrvlew, where supper will bo
ounty,
Superintendent of Free Schools 1. served on the lawn.
Unlike his distinguished opponent,
B. Bush, Summers county.
who refused to accept an elephant
as a mascot. Mr. Bryan today, In response to a letter from (he Agricul
ADMIRALTY FINDS BOTH
.Society
of
Minnesota, tole- -i
ADMIRALS BLAMELESS tural
graphed that he would he delighted
to avail hlmseir of their offer to
admiralty, I end him an "educated" mule as a
London. July 31. Thi
"He Is said to understand
after a full Investigation, has exoner- mascot.
the habits or the elephant.'' declared
Iteres-ford
ated both Admiral Lord Charles
Mr. Bryan with a twinkle of the ye.
and Admiral Sir Percy Scott from "and for that reason, among others.
any blame in connection with the mis- I shall except him."
heat did not deter
taken signal incident or the last naval a The sweltering
number or persons from going out
maneuvers.
It seems that Lord
a
Charles gave the signal ror an evolu- to Falrvlew. and paying their
ndldate.
tion which, ir obeyed, apparently spects to the democratic
would have hrought the cruisers Ar- All were cordially received, and Mr.
gyll and Hood Hope Into collision. Sir Bryan himself, although busllv en
took
I'ercy, who was on board the Good gaged in drafting his speech,
Hope, doubted the accuracy of the sig- time to conduct his visitors through
nal and rerralned rrnm obeying It. The 'his home and show them hi., peerless
admiralty finds that the maneuver or collection of art treasures gathered
der was not dangerous; but at the during his trip around the world.
same time, as Sir Percy thought there
was risk, he was Justified In turning COMMONKR THANKS WKST
VIRGINIA WELL wish I
his cruiser the other way, and Sir
Charleston. W. Va., July 30 In reCharles go Informed him at the time
ply to a message of telicltatlon sent
by the democratic state convention
DISORDERS IN ALABAMA
to W. J. Bryan the riiowlng telegram
COAL FIELDS CONTINUE was received today and read to the
convention:
"W. E. Chilton, John H. Holl. John
Birmingham. Ala . July 30. Three
T. McOraw, Charleston. W. Va
houses were dynamited In the vicinity
"I greatly appreciate the cordial en.
of Wylam, several miles from Birm- dorsement given by your convention
ingham about midnight last night hut and share with you In the hope that
no one was Injured.
Three miners the hearty
promised may
wpre arrested today at Mary Lee and Insure a democratic victory In West
threats were made that the prisoners Virginia and the nation.
could not be taken to the county Jail.
(Rigned) "W. J. BRYAN."
Soldiers were rushed to the scene and
a
In.
conferbrought the men
After
ence with the governor this morning.
Sheriff Hlsgon announced that If bushwhacking continued martial law would
be ordered ror certain sections of the
mining rountry.
s

1

-

,

re-c-

HESHHK
fiMMUNITIQN

EBERHARD
ROAD FILES
FOR BRUTAL MURDER RIO GRANDE
INCORPORATION PAPERS
July 10. -- Ous
Hackensack. N.
Rberhard. the New York grocery store
clerk, who recently shot and killed his
on a
mini Mrs Oltille Kberhard
lonely country road here and then
robbed tier body of her life's savings,
was Indicted today for murder In the
first degree. His trial was act for September M.
Miss (Millie Kberhard, who was also
shot and wounded by her cousin, and
Chief of police !unn were the only
Witnesses before the Bergen county
grand Jury which found the Indictment. Miss Kberhard and her mother
reached this country from Vienna only
two days before the tragedy.
Chief Dunn testified that Kberhard
confessed to him.
Alleged Lumber Trust.
Cuthrle, nkla., July 10. Oovernor
Attornoy llenHaskell tonight direct
era West to bring suit immediately
against the lumber combination In
Oklahoma, In accordance with the
agreement between the attorneys general of the states of Missouri, Kansas
and or Texas. Attorney General West
Intimated that he will file suit tomorrow as Instructed by the governor.
Stilt Against

Hen
Salt Lake Citv. July 30
ver ft Bin lirande Boadroad company,
the new corporation combining the
Denver IBo Crande, the Bio Orande

Western snd several subsidiary railway companies which have been operated as one system tor several yars,
riled Its articles of Incorporation In the
office of the county clerk of Salt lake
county this morning.
The new company has a capital
stock of KS, 000. 1100 which Is divided
Into shares of the par value of 1100
each.
The paper filed this morning gives
the following as officers and directors
of the new Denver A Bio Orande Kail-roacompany:
T. Jefferey, of New York, president;
0, H. Rehlacks. of Denver, nrst vice
president; Stephen Little, New York.
secretary. J. W. Olllully, of Denver,
and Joseph F. Vail, of Denver general
Other directors In the new
counsel.
company are 0. J flould. of lake- efood, N. J.: Wlnslow s. Pierce, or
New Tork; Arthur Coppell. of New
Jersey, and Edwin dould, of fa
York.
d

Death Claims Civil War Hero
Whose Prompt Action Saved
Sherman's Army From Dis-

aster.
IM; Momio

Jmraal Bawclsl Lwssd Wlre.l
Tacoma. Warh.. Jul HQ. Stephen
R. Oruhh, a civil war veteran, whose
action at a critical moment practically saved Oeneral William T.
mire inre of ammunition Just
before his rsmoua march from Atlanta
to the sea,
last night aged
71 years.
to the story of
Oriibb's he
battle of I
telegraph i
or three n
and three
of artillery
supply of
The llghtni
Lieutenant
Dan h Ai
Hher-man-
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REFUGEES

RETI1

war. has ln'i n
rolo In the Turko-Cm-- k
appointed grand mastiT of ordnance In
succession t Zikkl Pasha ami Hakkl
Bry. legal adviser ti the foreign Of"
flc. has Mm given the portfolio of
minister of education. These appointments nrc considered excel lent hut It
in expected trades inakinK
the more
Important Changes will bang Are.
Thr rrlfar of ordinary criminals
from the prison In Stainboul today
produced an exceedingly bad Impres-Ioand distUlct.
The revolutionary committee ha
telegraphed a protest In Romo attains!
the Italian embassy! aid to Bellas
I'asha in making his naogpe and
that Foreign Minister Tlttonl
hall recall the Italian embassador.

TO

TROOPS CLASH

M IE

n

TURKEY
SULTAN PROCLAIMS

YAWL TURNS TURTLE;
GENERAL AMNESTY
THREE PEOPLE PERISH

MORNING JOURNAL,

while out boating with her husband,
who was president of the Phillip
company of
Hacke Manufacturing
Now York, fell dead of heart disease
in Lake Sylvia and that the husband
in trying to recover the woman's body
was drowned.
Today's examination
was made at the instance of Perclval
flalsbeck, who desired to remove any
doubt as to the accidental nature of
a
the deaths of his parents. Tin
will be burled in Minneapolis
Itais-beck-
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WITH IDLE W0RKINGMEN

Heralag jmirnnt gpactel Leased wire.i
VlgneaUx, Prance, July 30.
general strike of twenty-lou- r
hours
declared by the general federation of

labor as a demonstration and protest
against the killing of workmen by
troops at VlgfleaUX went Into operation this morning.
Vlgneaux was Invaded by several
thousand strikers from Paris carrying red Hags and singing socialistic
BEGUN
songs,
while a squadron of cavalry
was passing through the streets the
stiikers stoned the soldiers and tour
shots wore lired at them.
Tin- commander
cavalry
of tin
NEW COLLEGE
turned his men down a siih .street In
order to avoid a collision.
During the afternoon the cavalrymen using the Hats of their sabres,
BUILDINGS
charged ami dispersed the crowd,
armed with stones, that had assembled
on the railroad tracks.
Several of the manifestante were
Slightly wounded. They were carried Funds Raised Throughout Teroff by their comrades.
The strikers took possession of R
ritory for Furnishing Y, M, C,
building in process of construction and
A, Hall at Mesilla Park Instithrew blocks of stone at the heads of
the troopers, several of whom were
tution,
wounded. Tin soldiers fired and two
strikers rere seriously wounded. Later tin strikers erected barricades. Ad- (Special Cnrranondrnce Moraine Journal.
ditional troops have been ordered in.
Agricultural Callego, Mesilla Park,
All the stores of VlgneaUX are closed,
M., July U8. Work has begun
X.
th. district Is In a state of panic and
upon
the new college buildings at this
more s,r ous disorders are feared.
By s::ui o'clock tonight comparative place.
The contractor expects to put
calm had been restored nwin to the a large force of men In the Held at
firm and energetic action of the auan early date, and it Is hoped that
thorities. The manifestante were driv.
en from position after position and the buildings will be completed by
finally took a train for Parts, earn j'the new year.
upon
Work hah- been
lllg their wounded with them.
Bye witnesses describe the fighting the Y. M. C. A. building, and it Is
at the barricade as the most serious expected that it will bo completed for
The strikers, the beginning of the fall term, on
Incident of the day.
they say, fought tooth and nail for September 8. A campaign has been
throughout the territory
half an hour, showering missiles of all instituted
kinds upon the troops. The situation for the furnishing of this Y. M. C. A.
became so desperate that the soldier! building. The money for the buildwere ordered to lire several yolleyg, ing Itself has been rnUed mainly by
flist in the air and then at the mob. the residents of I,as"(Tiiees and the
Two men were killed and a large num- .Mesilla Valley, with some assistance
ber wounded, lilt 'en of them seriousl- from friends outside the territory.
y, .by the lire. The troops finally Keeling that the college Is a termade a datermln d charge and iiis- - ritorial Institution, rather than a lodged the workmen, who lied w 'I li- cal one, the attempt has been made
to have every important town In the
mit attempting lo form again.
The military suffered severely from l&erritOry represented In the furnishstones thrown by the strikers and (len-er- ing of the building. In order to do
Virvalr. and S colonel ol dragoons this committees of students in th"
were struck by revolver bullets but various towns have banded themselves together and have been holdnot seriously hurt.
tonight that tin ing small local campaigns, while in
It Is reported
casualties total six dead and six dy- other towns individuals have given
the ninount nei ssary to furnish a
ing.
room. The towns of Hlllsboro and
Farming to it, have raised money for
iiRDIXHs VtGOlMNJH I.I'I ORT
n room each.
Helen and
TO PROMCCUTE HloiKits furnishing
are represented respectively
I'arls. July (0. Premier Clemen-- i Socorro
by subscriptions of 100.00 from Mr.
au had Instructed the publte pros
John
Becker and I", 5.04 from Mr. H.
,n
vlgneaux t" open
ecutor to proceed
O. BuiHiiin.
Campaigns are In progH it Investigation
of today's riots and té
in Santa Fe, Magdalena.
Lake
vigorously prosecute the Instigators ress
Valley, Silver City, lieming. Estancia,
of It.
The government takes the gravest Itoswcll and other points throughout
It seems highly probview of the incidents which occurred the territory.
A
high official able ihat the building will be entirely
today at Vlgneaux.
by this mean, and that the
of the ministry of the interior In an furnished
the territory at large In
Interview Indicated that most drastic interest ofbiggest
educational Institumeasures such as have not been seen this its
and in the good work of th
for a long time will be taken against tion,
Association,
the organisers of what he declares was Voting Men's Chrlstalu
will thus be splendidly manifested.
not a strike hut an armed rebellion.
added,
he
"You Can announce."
"thai the general labor federation has
had Its day."
The officials point out thai u majority of the manifestante were arm
ed With revolvers ami they say that
helmets of the dragoons and breast
E
CONFERENCE
píate of the culraasterss dented by
buil"ts have been preserved kg k
titbits for the examining magistrate
The night passed without incident.
The troops did not cense to patrol the
It has been asceraffected district
tained that tin- casualties were tin
kill, d and fifteen
gravely wounded
Btnotlg the civilians and Uve severely
and twenty slightly Injured among the Resolutions Adopted Designed
milita ry.
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Baking

Powder
already becoming a household necessity In Albuquerque.
In order to Introduce It to
every homo We aro making
some epeclal Inducements In
Is

premiums

50c
Per Pound
C
"

& A. COffEE CO.
107 S.

Wbfc

SECOND ST.

Phone 711.

On IHE

i
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UNIVERSAL PEACE

SESSION

to Replace Race

Hr Moraine

Journal

nw Wlro.l
Ocnural James A.

MpoeUI

London. July ft.
Pram, president of the American Rifle
association, Informed the. Associated
l'r ss today that his apartment In a
hotel hen- was recently robbed of a
few articles of Jewelry of little Intrlnsh
value and two m- del. won at Blsley
by the American rifle team. The officials of the Olympic gam. - he said,
have promised to replace the medals
with duplicates.
The robbery of General Drain's
a p..ii.i. m was on,, of a scries skillfully mansaed Jobs at different large hotels in London, The loot has consist
od mostly of jewelry, the value of
which has not been targe. Another
Amerlrsn victim of the robbers Is Miss
Maud White at the Waldorf. The police are working on the theory that a
gang of American crsckemen Is doing the work.

far striker- - win at Main.
Elgin, III.. July 20 The strike of
employe of the Klgln and Uelvldere
Hue, which In the few days of lis duration haa been productive of much violence, waa settled today, the strlksrs
resuming their old positions at In
creased wage.

I

DIARRHOEA
There

Is no need of anyone suffering- long with this disease, for
to effect a quick cure It Is only
ui take a few doses of

era and Diarrhoea Remedy
In fact, in moat cases one doer Is
sufficient. It never falls and can
lie relied up. .o in the most
and dangerous eases. It Is
equally valuable for children
ami Is thn means of savias; the
Uvea of many children each year
in the srorld1 history no medicine lias ever met with greater
stM cess.
se-te- re

Price 25c. Large Size 50c.

NEW MEXICO
VLBUQUfcKQUE
Capita) and Surplus, $100.000.00

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Grocery Co.
Good

Things to Eat.

PATTEHSOJV
BOáBDIMS
ABIill

X. A If D

"

ill

LlVltiKX

and Class

Hatred With Brotherly Love;
Turks Congratulated on Reform,
I

Mr

T
Alhngeerqae, Mee

Telephone M.

West Silver Avena.

II

Thteodee

There Is But One Range

Crab Apples
2c a Pound.
Supply will soon be gone
Make your jelly now.

THAT IS THE BEST.

nl

m xmo
it isMALLEABLE

ol'v

Pears

.1

s
l

v

rmri
1

Ü

A
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WHEN VOr
ARE READY
FOR THAT
NEW RANGE
LET US

n

III'.

BEST
CHAKCOAL
IKON AND

8 lb. baskets, 50c. Fine
for eating or cooking.

THE GREAT
MAJESTIC
THE
RANGE
THAT LEADS
THEM
ALL
UIIÜÍ

AS ANY

OTHER
RANGE
MARE

CALIFORNIA
Yellow or Blue, 6 lb. bas-

THE

SHOW

WILL WEAR
THREE TIMES
AS LONG

Plums

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
FOR SALE ONLY BY THE

ket 50c.
Large Japanese Variety, 8c lb.

NATIVE

WAGNER HDW. CO

Oranges

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

Extra large, 50c dozen.

els temons
ExtrSarqe

and juicy.
dozen.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

The Bank of Commerce

termelons
i

Ofltccrs and Directors: Solomon Luna, Prcn.
Capital, $150,000.00.
Went: W. S. Htrt elder, Vice PrcMdcnt and Cnsliler; W. 3. .lohnson, Asslst-- I
ant Cashier; William Mcintosh, George Arnot, J. C. Bnldrldge, A. M. Black- well, O. E. Cromwell.

sizes.
Native Fresh

PRESCRIPTIONS?

Tomatoes, 2
lbs. 25c.
Don't forget our Bakery,
Red

Ripe

117

TELEPHONE

WEST CENTRAL AVKNITE.

ryrrrrrT

Eat.

MM Orders Filled Same Dmy

"

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY !

The Jaffa Grocery Co.
Good Things to

of Albuquerque

Eilends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation and Solicits New

Everyone guaranteed
2c a Pound."
All
We have glass jars

ss

LIFE INSURANCE

Of New

uOOOOOOOOOCX)OOOOOOOOOOCX.
OLD

UN el

:cxlco and Arizona.

CO.

LB6AL HK8KRVH

WHITES THR 3TAN1IABD P U.ICIKS AND THI gAFEUUARIMI ESTABLISH Rl) BV TUB UWH OF NBW YORK, WITH AN KOONOMT OB
KQIIAI.UCD BV FKW AMU EXCELLED BV NONE.

Turkey upon the reoeril events result-ins- ;
n
In RlvlnR l hem
eonutitutlon.
Amehed lUsa, the leader in I'ariH of
the Youiik Turk party, Introduced thia
resolution,

TOO BATE TRIED THE EAST. NOW
HONEY AT HUMS.

THE BERT COMPANY BOB

si t russ

OF PRK8ENT sr.ssiox
OP OONGRE8S ALREADY ASSURED
London, July 30. "Many signs of
the Increasing Importance of the peace
movement have developed during the
of the present universal
progTSM
peace congress," said Henjamin F.
Trueblood, "f Boston, president of the
American Peace society and head Of
the American delegation now here on
an invitation tonight. "First we have
seen the number of delegates grow
until every civilized nation of thei
globe Is now represented at the con-- 1
gress and by men of standing in their
own country.
The meetings of the
congress have been exceedingly well
attended and the greatest Interest has
been displayed In the discussion, the
most complete hf which was that of
today, on the subject of the arrest of
armaments.
"Make it clear," said Mr. True-bloo"that we are not urging Immediate disarmament, but a scheme by
which the Increasing expenditure for
armaments can he stopped. Another
Incident showing Ihe growing Importance of the congress was the reception of the delegate by King Kdward.
a precedent which doubtless will he
followed In the future. The British
goverpment has ably seconded bis majesty by Inviting the delegates t" the
congress to a banquet Friday evening,
at which doubtless there will he
speeches that will advocate the cause
which w have at heart. These and
other favors we are receiving from the
official hinds of Kngland secure the
success of the congress In the future.
The discussions In the congress Watte
they are doing much good have not
no effect as the Imprusslons created by
the recognition wu have received from

7 ft
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WRITE FOB PABTICtLASW.

HOME OFFICE. ALBUQUERQUE, N.
I. g. BAYNOLDS, Pres.

EEBP

AND

WORKS

p. Hall, Proprietor.

Iron and Brass Castings, Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grates,
Bars, Babbitt Mete.l, Colimns snd Iron Fronts for Buildings.
Repairs on Mining and Milling Machinery our Specialty,
&r
1
Fnnadrv I.'hsi Side ol .Ualln.aH
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... .
rmawuijiiiBffuv?, iew nrasw
j.vx.
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official and political leaders of countries so vitally Interested in the mainAn advertisement In the Cías- - e
tenance of peace."
sifted Columns of the Morning e
Congressman T. B. Burton, of Ohio,
who is hero with the waterways comJournal will probably rent e
those vacant rooms within the e
mission, has registered his name with
next twenty-fou- r
e
hours.
the delegates to the universal peace
Congress,
Beside attending the meeting In Albert hall next Tuesday night,
when David Lloyd George, chancellor
of the exchequer, spoke, he will be
among the fifty American guests at
LI very, Feed and Sale Stables. First-clas- s
the government's MMttawt tomorrow
Turnout!, at reasonable
ratee.
night.
Telephone
N. Second St.

W. L.Trimble & Co.

IK YOU AllF, IN NF.KD OF ANY
THINO DAINTY IN TI1I5 OKOOKKY
F. W. DANNENFKLSER.
THE
LINE vol DAN ALWAYS FIND V POPULAR BAKBER, HAS TAKEN
AT F. i. I'll ATT & CO., 314 SOUTH CIIAHOE OF THE TEKSIKR SHOP.
SECOND.
FRED HAVING TAKEN A POST
GRADUATE COURSE IN THE ART
CAN
NOW
SATISFY
HOME HOOKED FOOD.
THE MOST
Saturday, August 1st, at nine a. m.. FASTIDIOUS.
In the Oleckler Building on the corner of Cold avenue and Fourth street,
A ful! line of Loaded
Shot
the Ladles' Alii Society of the Presbyterian church will sell a variety of Gun Shells at Mcintosh HardIce cream and
home cooked food.
f ake will also be served.
ware Co.'s.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Mnralng Jonrnsl Sprrlsi ImsmI WUr

London July 30 The seventeenih
unvcrsal peace confereitea In session
In this city today, received a deputation consisting of the bishop of Rlpon,
the bishop of Massachusetts and the
bishop cf 1'erth, Australia, who submitted a resolution passed by the
Lambeth conference urging "upon all
Christian people tin. duty of allaying
race prejudice of reducing by peaceful arrangements tin conflict of trade
Interests and the promoting among all
races of brotherly l"c for the good of
all mankind."
A resolution was passed expressing
the "pinion that for the moment a
practical method to arrest the growth
of armaments would be an agreement
for a short term of years, not to exceed the average total expenditure fur
army and navy made by each country
during the period which had elapsed
between the holding of the first snd
second Hague peace conferences.
A resolution calling for the general
arrest of armaments waa adopted after the acceptance of an amendment
by ritsnley Harnwell. of Philadelphia,
extending the power of the govern-Qteto cull a conference for tills purpose at an early date. Another resolution congratulating
the people of
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THE GREAT MAJESTIC

20 lbs. $1 .20. Every
peach perfect.

Box

,

,

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
THAT ONE

Peaches

i

or Accidental Death.
Annendalr. Minn.. July 10. After
an examination of Ihe body of Mrs.
rjeorge A, flallislie' k. "f New York,
two .inneapi'lls surgeons declared to
night that the woman did not meet
death by violent means but was a victime of some form or heart trouble.
It In thought tli.i
Mis. Kalsbcck

JAffA

THE

Car-ribea-

ti.i

di,

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

Fruit Sale

Washington. D. C, July 30. The
state department Is still without Information except what has appeared In
Holland's
the newspapers, touching
Intentions toward Veneseula against
the expulsion of Minister De Reus and
other incidents which have calculated
to strain the relations between the
two countries.
Today's press dispatches from The
Hague directing the battleship Jacob
n
Vadhemcsker to proceed to the
sea caused a lot of speculation
at the state and navy departments ns
It Is generally expected that her Itenerary may usually haw a bearing on
the Venezculan affairs.
The vessel Is of 5,000 tona, of thr
first (dase, Hve turrets and rapid fin
guns. The Dutch cruiser (1 elder land,
presumably is IP JTeneseulan waters
she having left Ourucoa for Porto Cabello several days ago.

FRENCH CAVALRY BATTLE

' i

Scotland Yard Thus Accounts
for Series of Daring Robberies During Olympic Games.

xxoccocxxoooocx

SPECIAL

DUTCH BATTLESHIP IS
ORDERED TO VENEZUELA

His sister, Mamie

ett

31, 1908.

tomorrow.

Six Are Dead and
Hundred Thousand Americans
July It. Three Reported
Kverett. Wash..
Uvea were lost late this afternoon b)
Many Wounded; the Soldiers
in United States to Profit by the capsizing of the yawl Klizahcth In
miles
two
from
harbor
Inauguration of Constitution the Kverett
Suffer Severely in Conflict
The drowned arc:
.
twenty-oneMorton, aged
in Abdul's Domain,
With Mob.
Morton, of KverMiss Florence Scott, of Victoria.
in? Mornlsg Journal HdotIhI I..S..4
Hew Y"rK. July 30. -- The sultan of
Tnrk.-.vthrough the Turkish consul j
(Mend In this city. Mundji 1("V. toDELIGHTS
da) i i ocla i mod general aiunsly to all
political f ugttlvc. regardless of rae
In Ibis country.
This relates to about
l "".'Mm
Armenian and other In the
I
HONOR HERVESOF
rim.il states.
Referring further i' the amnesty.
tin Turkish cnnul general Muiidji
said:
"The amnesty applies to political,
OLYMPIAD
I am sure that
no! criminal, refugee.
politically
who
have
offended
tin...
and have sought an asylum In this
MVntry, mill non return and help in
the work of constructing a united naAthletes Given
111
now be as free an
tion. Turk)
am
the I'nited States. Shortly, if
Cordial Welcome; Marathon
not mistaken, there will be a Turkish
Winner Goes to Ancestral
ambassador at Washington. Our aim
win i.. t'i maintain the orosest relaHome in Tipperary.
tions with the fulled States, a Is. Indeed, natural, since the condition of
citizens of this country will be our Hi Morning Journal Huriliil tensed Wm
ideal for citizenship in Turkey.
inibiln, July 10, The members "f
made in good
"The proclamation
the
Athletic club, who
faith and then win be no repetition
of the oaara fiasco in regard to the are visiting Ireland, received a treTurkey win now mendous popular we Iconic here toRÉnatan downa
lake Us former jila. among the na- night. The greeting accorded them
tions of the world. "
was all the more remarkable because
The consul general said he would it was entirely spontaneous, the mere
be surprised If al least 10 mill Turk- announcement of the hour of their arish subjects did not return to their im-- 1 rival bringing many thousands of pere lands within the next month or no. sons to the station to meet them. The
'I
the fifty thousand Armenians. streets along the route to their hotel
Ssrlans and the like In this country, were completely blocked and the enbe estimated that r.0nu at least would thusiasm displayed recalled the tridepart Within a very short lime, of umphant entries Into the city of
l,
Tutkith refugees, he said, there were
when he was at the height of his
none here but a large colony had set-I- b popularity.
d In Pi in Idenee.e it. I
On arriving at their hotel the athThe proclamation and its results letes were greet id h Joseph Devlin,
were freely discussed In the Armenian member of parliament.
who lu a
ami Syrian quartere of th. city affteg sp
h said that wherever they went
the statement ol tiie consul general In Ireland a similar welcome awaited
was mail., known
them.
Malm. in Uohgclian. an authority
Lawson
Robertaon, the sprinter
among Ule Ai mi nimis, said;
said In response that although lie and
absolutely
"I foci
certain that the his teammates expected an Irish welsultan in acting in good faith and come, what they had met with quite
trust implicitly lu the proclamation. took away their breath. No team of
The Armenians have suffered rnuch, athlete.-- , he declared, ever had been so
hut noi at the hands of the Turk. The honored. Tin Americana could not
former oi at least a ery large num- have don,- without the Irish lads In the
ber of them, will take early advantage ganes al Shepherd's Hush.
he said,
of th' opportuniu to go home without and BOW the Irish capital had given
ear of rurther persecution."
them their first taste of a welcome
merHehla Ararat, sn Armenian
home.
chant, said he im inclined to believe
The rowds did not disperse until
that most Armenlai.- - would accept the midnlg! t. Srhetl they were Informed
proclamation in good faith. Me said that the
pllOR at the hotel had
he had suffered a great deal from Un- ended.
hand of the fanatical
Musselmana,
John I. Hayes passed through Dttb- and hud been obliged to lie.from Un tod
on the way to Nenagh. Tlp-ii- s
Turkey after several members of his pararj
grandfather's home. prep- family had been killed lie stated that ration have been made all through
he hud possessed a g
deal of prop- north ' ppcrary to greet the winner of
erty In Turkey by inheritance, hut had Ike Mi ithon raei
never gone back to Inquire about It.
The laellc Alhb tlc association
because of the fate that might possibly cat red
athletic meet in
befall him
which
ie Americans are to compete
illegal. uit its action Is generally ron-Th- e
Ol VsKl.l.olts in OLD
opinion Is universal that
damns
KEf.l.MF. (I II si
in HJIi the dl ute of the Cache association
July 30. The ar- with t:
Constant!no.
Amateur association should
rival toduy of the new British ambas- not be Mowed to mar the harmony ol
sador, Sir i;. int. Towlher. was utilized a natii lal welcome to the American
by the young Turk committee t
cha mr ns The president of the Jacofevcl-como- , He ass,
a big demonstration
intino says he has received a
presl-- f
m from Mr. Conway,
lie. ring and flag waving cahlcg
with
Athletic
such as never hitherto hud been seen dent i the
club, t the effect that he had ordered
here.
The reognlzatlon of the ministry Martin Sheridan and Robertson to
proceed slowly.
The Young Turks wlthdi w the team from the Dublin
are still picMslug their demands that nteetlfi
The laellc associations edit threat-- t
tw.. ..f their number shall la- appoint- IU members will be
d ministers.
The removal of ohnorl-ou- s ens h
palace officials continues
In ad- Iron ny future tiaeiic association
Ho
in
dition to Zekkl Pasha, grand mast, r nieetll t if the) participate
of the attlllery, two others. Mehamed games Saturday which win be govern- od by i Amateur Athletic association
Charkeaa and Kenan I'asha. were
to quiet the capítol In order to tul.
I
public vengeance an() they lift
today lot Asiatic Turkey. Xnstn I'asha
has been confirmed as the new mluls-t- .
of police, (loners! ft Iza I'asha. the AMERICAN
artillerist, who played an Important

FRIDAY, JULY

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
DEPOSITORY A. T. &

S. F. RAILROAD CO.

REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14, 190S.
aguUmJTUal

RSWOITRO

$1,635,118.67
I ...a ns ami Discounts
89,836.22
Bonds, seen rules mid real estate
308,000.00
(lovernmriit Bonds
929,433.69
Cash on hand and In banks ...
Cash resources

tota i

surplus

s..i prms

,

Circulation
Deposit

f

1,237,433.69
$2,962,388.51

$ 200,000.00

Capital

total

62,591.91
200,000.00
2,499,796.67
t I J$ lSMtS I
$2,962,388.11

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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BELEN IS

MILES SOITH

THIRTY-ON- E

éa ALBl Ql EROl'E,

NKW MKXH'li, OX

National League.
54
52

Philadelphia
Cincinnati

.1

4

48
40
33
31

Boston

Brooklyn
St. Louis

10

00

37
40
45

.584
.535
516
.440

51
55
59

375

.344

Boston

48
44
42
35
32

,

Washington
New York

Western League.

Won

Omaha
Sioux City
Lincoln

Denver
Pueblo
Des Mollies

.484'

54
6

.383
.352

Lost

PsO.

40
45

.680

66
67
52

38

60

51

40
35

57

FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS

JOHN BECKER,

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President.

t

the field playing both games .without
an error. Wusson uutpltciied Crutch-e- r
In the opener, which went ten In-

from her .hora on the Heater ranch,
about twelve miles north of Alamo-gordSTOCKMAN
this morning, and as a result
nings.
is suffering from a broken shoulder
In rat game
R, n K.
blade and collar bone. A doctor was
oiii ooo ooo 1 2 I
Lincoln
summoned from Tularaaa.
Sioux City ..000 100 000 (I 7 5 0
BY FALLING
The republican precinct primaries
Batteries Waeaon
and Sullivan;
to elect delegates tq the County conCrulclier ami Henry.
Alamnvention to e convened
Sec ind game
K. H. K.
gordo on August .". will be helil
3
ooo oiti nun
4
Lincoln
throughout the county on August 1.
HORSE
Sioux city
000 010 mo 2 4 0
The party leaders sny they hope to
Mcles
Hendiix
Hatlei
and Ziruan,
put a strong ticket In the field.
Kay und Shea.
Dr. (!. M. Pa den, local surgeon at
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Carrlsoao, was in Alamogoido yesterMiller Meets Instant Death day. He brought one of his patients
At
ndlanapolls
3. John
Indianapolis
10
the hospital for surgical treatKansas City 5.
on the Round Up at Ranch; ment.
At Louisville:
Louisville 10; MiW. C Ollgcr and family have relwaukee 3.
Six Miles From Alcunogoido;' turned from
a pleasant visit to old
At Toledo:
Toledo 1; Minneaposcenes.
They went first to Mexico
lis 4.
Woman Injured,
City, thence to Vera Cruz, and by
At Columbus: Columbus 16; St.
steamer to New York. On the rePaul 2.
I Sure In
Dldimtrli ta Hie Morning Jiiurniil.! turn trip they came by steamer from
Alamngordo. N. M., July 29. Dr. New York to (lalveston.
Mr. Cillger
AUTO RACE ABOIM)
J. M. Slmms died yesterday at his wil resume work as passenger
GLOBE ENDS IN PARIS home near Three (livers, of tuhcrcu- on A. & S. M. R about August 1.
Dr. Slmms hail lived In variAmei can Car W lcomed by .Motor luala,
Ml. A. Hlehl and her daughter,
oils parts of New Mexico for a great members of the Biebi orchestra,
Kutbu&taati or French Cnptial.
many
and was held in the' which Is playing at Otoudcroft this
Paris, July 30. - The Thomas car In highest esteem by those who knew season, are visiting In Alamngordo.
lie was the father of Lacy
the New York to Paris race crossed hit.
Superintendent u. r. Morris, ol the
the French frontier at noon today and Slmms. who Is mentioned as the prob- Sniithwestern. spent several hours In
reached Paris at 8 o'clock this even-in- able nominee of the republican party .Mamogordn yesterday.
Mr. Morris
The car was escorted up the for county superintendent of schools. wns traveling in his car. No. 108,
Mllli-was
on
his
killed
ranch
John
boulevards by automobile enthusiasts
and left on a freight for Alvarado,
miles
six
from Alamngordo, iliis; where the force Is at work ballasting
who met It at Menus, Iwenty-ltmiles east of Pails, und was greeted morning. Quite n party was at work with slag.
rounding Up cattle, when the young
with cheers.
M. I. JackSOn, n lumber and hardThe race committee was awaiting at horse, which Miller was riding, reared ware dealer of Oscura, was attendup
on
falling
wards,
fell
and
back
(he (Mil
f the Matin to receive the
ing to business in "Alamogordo
car. Congratulations were showered Miller, who was killed almost InThe two memupon the interested crews, the mem- stantly, it Is believed.
Mr. F. M dough, superintendent
bers of, which proceeded to a hotel hers of the round up party found, bridges and building department of
him lying dead and his horse miss- the Southwestern, was here yesteraft-their heullhs had been drunk.
ing, and, not knowing at the time day, looking over
the work the paintwhat caused his death, summoned Hie ers ara doing on the depiti
Storcship Reaches Fiji Islands.
Suva, FIJI slands, July 30. The foorencr's ..Jury from here, it his
Olacier, storeshlp of the United States been established since that the cause
Foley's Orino UMHUIVt, HIS new laxMr.
Atlantic fleet, arrived here today. She of death was as given above.
stimulates, but does not Irrireporta having been In conirrfunlcatlon Miller had been n resident of Alamo-gord- ative,
tate,
it Is the best laxative, Cuaran-les- d
for several years , during a
by wireless with the battleship Geornr your money
back.
J. H.
gia Tuesday at a distance of 1.200 great part of the time In the em- O'RIelly und Co.
miles and hopes tonlaht to effect a ploy of the Alamngordo Lumber comchain ol communication with the Meet pany He leaves a wife nnd one son.
A full line of Loaded
through the tender Yankton, which; about 21 years of age. The funeral
Shot
Is in the TOtlgl Island-- , and the repair will be conducted some time tomorGun
Shells
HardMcintosh
at
ship Panther, which Is at Pagosugn.' row by the Knights of Pythias.
Miss Marie Hester was thrown ware Co.'s,
Éafnoan Islands.

44
;:

.485
.412

KILLED

REPUBLICAN

strongest candidate thet republicans
can nominate at the convention at
Santa Fe. as far us Lincoln county Is
concerned

CLUB

59

I

i

con-duct- or

New York Hi St. louis o.
New York, July 30. By a acore of
to 0, New York shut St. Loul: out

...04

New York
St. Louis

600

e

yc-irs-

R. H. E.

101

1

5

1

000 000 00 0 0 8 6
McCilnnity, Bresmthsn
Batteries
and Needham; Karger, McUlyan and
Bliss.

y,

ID-s-

PhJbHlelphla S; Cinelunati 0.
July 30. PhiladelPhiladelphia,
Cincinnati today
phia
shut out
Boescher's wlhlness being responsible
for nearly all their runs while the
visitors were unable to buuch their
hits.
R. H. K.
Score
3
000 uoo 000 0
Cincinnati
0
6
.102 002 00
Philadelphia
Batteries Doescher and Schlel:
and Douln.
AM

,

g.

Brooklyn 2: Pittsburg t).
Brooklyn, July 30. The PUteburg
playera had to succumb to Hell's
pitching today. Brooklyn shut them
out, 2 to 0.
HH. B.
Score
000 ooo oOO 0 7
Pittsburg
U
K
2
001 001 00
Brooklyn
Batteries Young, Leever and I
;
Bell and
Ifjiefl-- , ,

o

X

.

New York 2.
30.
Cleveland deIn fourteen Innings
000 000 01

New York.lOO 010 000 000

Batteries
and Blair.

00- -

Women's

K. H, E.
0
3 13
2

12

Belts

St. 1Otils 5: Philadelphia 1.
St. Louis. July 30. Wallaces single and triples by Ferris and Charley

Jones netted two runs In the second
Inning and gave St. Louis a lead Philadelphia could not overcome. The locals won, 5 to 1.
R H- R
Score
7
I
6
020 012 00
St. Louis
Philadelphia .. .000 000 0101 0 1
Batteries Howell and Spencer;
and Smith.

H

Detroit 3: Moat on 2.
Detroit, July 30 All of Boston's
errors were mixed with Detroit's hits

AT LACE COt'NTER.
rare offering will be found In a limited quantity of fine hand
Skirts and Material for
embroidered White Batiste Robes. Semi-mad- e
Waists at less than cost of material until closed. These robes uie reg$13.50
ular $20.00 und $25.00 values. This Week
A

and helped in the scoring, while Detroit played perfect ball whenever
there was danger to Its pitcher, and
won, 3 to 2.
RH. E
Score
1
3 IS
200 100 00
Detroit
K
3
10 001 000 - 2
Boston
and Schmidt;
Bstterles Kllllan
Young and Crlger.

EXTRA SPECIAL
50 Pieces of Wash Goods
consisting of Arnold's Organdie, Mlgnon, Calumet, Butlste and
sue luxuriant, Bohemian tissue and chiffon brilliant, selling
regular at 124c and 15c. On sale while they last, per yard

Washington .V Chicago 4.
Chicago, July 30. Washington defeated Chicago today, 5 to 4, by a flue
ninth Inning rally.
1
7
OH) 000 3004
Chicago

-

1035

Batteries White Walsh and
van; Hughes and Street.

Pueblo IS: Dch Moines 0.
Des Moines. July 30. Des Moines
was Impelessly outclassed by Pueblo
today. Des Moines trying out two new
pitchers In the first two Innings,
und Bates, each with disastrous
results. Des Moines ran bases foolGll-mo-

R. H R
200
008

the

V. .mini',

.lourmil.

Tea

I

6 10
15 14

T.N.Linville

kllkr

and

h

Wash Gingham Petticoats, dainty
stripes, made with bias ruffle
Special
flounce.
4c

large

made
Wash Gingham Petticoats
with deep ruffled flounce. Special
A

85i

broken line of Taffeta Silk Petticoats In black and white stripe
$4.lH
and solid colors. Special

quality Rlack Sateen Petticoat, deep accordion and tucked
flounce mide with the famous
Special ...$2.35
M'Oee Yoke.
broken line of Taffeta Silk Petticoats In chungeable and solid
OOlofS, made with circular, tucked and tailored flounce.
Special
Oood

Silk Glove Specials
Unbutton black or brown silk glove. $2.00 values
Ho
button, black or brown silk glove. 200 values
'
$l.:l."
$1.75 quality Kayser 10 button silk glove
7n
$2.25 quality Kayser 16 button silk glóve
$2.25
$2.75 quality Kayser 10 but'on silk glove
.'....$2.7."
$3..')0 quality Kayser embroidered arm
p
Kayser glove, small sliei,
ile
0c qunllry
7.V
Kayaer glove, small sixes
$1.00 quality
$1.00
p
Kayser glove, small slaea
$1.50 quality
The above Includes entire stock In all colors, black, while, pink,
skv, tan, brown, etc.
too
lisle glove, ZGc kind
Child's

10
tie

A

MILLINERY SALE

two-clas-

IWo-eln-

two-clas-

Divided lMHiblr Headtr.
Lincoln, July 80. Lincoln and Sioux
double header
Cliv divided another
toi y, the sore In each OSAS being 2
.
I. The tocáis dlrl the better hot- -'
ting, while the Packed excelled In J

Off

PETTICOAT
SPECIAL
VALUES

-

Omaha 5: Denver 0.
Omaha. July 30 Hall was effective
with men on bases and Omaha shut
out Denver, 6 to 0.
RH. K
Score
5 10
2
00 0SI 00
Omaha .
000 ooo ooo 0 6 2
Denver
Batteries Hall and Ibrond; Cha- beck and Zalusky.

One-Ha- lf

Every woman in Albuquerque who knows smart apparel knows
what tills sale means tn her, and will at once realise the Importance
of It. Thli Is hi evetil thai WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
ON THESE o AILMENTS J 1 1ST WHEN Vol ARE NEEDING
THEM .HOST.
All Wash Jacket Suits.
All Wash Skirts.
All White Wool Skirls
All White Wool Suits.
All White Wool Coats.
All Pongee Coats.
All Rain Coats.
All Black Silk Coats.
811k
All Lace Coats. All
Jacket Suits.

7i

two-clas-

p

sc

iisoMiH-- r

Such pretty huts, too, and yet If we keep them until too late In
the season they will be outi of style. Among them are large Oalns-borouflowered trimmed hats, children's and girls' white lingerie
g
hals In fact, a hat for every style
hats, and a number of
of face. Were $7.50 to $12 50. Sale price

HBBHHBHHPHESHal

R. L. HUST

Physician and Surgeon
t. and
. N. T.
Armljo

ing, Albuquerque, N. M.

build-

OPS. SHADRACH & TULL
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe roast
Lines. Office State National Bank
Bulldiug. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m.; (30
tn 5 p. m.
ROM EOPATHST
DR8, RJtONBON

BRON80N
Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann's Drug Store. Phones: Office 628; residence, lOfik. Albuquerque, N. M.

close-fittin-

(Week Eliding August I, ItOO.)

DEMISTS.
DR. J K. KRAI-

-

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms
Harneit building. Phone
744. Appointment made by mnll.
ASS
W.

VERS.

JKNKS
Assayer.

Mining and Metallurgical Engineer.
119 West Fruit avenue.
Postoffice Bol
17S, or at office of V. ft. Kent,
11.1 South Third stn et

VlVIL

ENGINEERS.

PITT ROSS
County Surveyor.
DepartAttorney before U. B.
ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engineering. Gold avenue, opposite
Morning Journal office.

BtiONUSUS

This Mark Stand

for

Children's
Belts
While and patent leather,
snnie with Buster Brown,

others with harness buckles; regelar prices 35c to
50c, regular at. each 25c

GARMENT
KXOLl SIVKLI.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

READY-TO-WEA- R

I

25c and 35c.

7

Pueblo
Batteries Ollmore, Bates, Homar
and Welgurt; Oalgano and Mltz.

One-fourt-

N. M.

I

is Now in the eastern market

Your choice of all sizes

ishly.
001
341 202

t

Attorney at Law

physicians AND SURGEONS.
DR. S. L. BURTON
Highland Office. 610 S. Walter.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 1030
Rooms

Alamngordo, New Méx., July 20.
The republicans of Lineóla county
have come tn the front and have deYou can't possibly make
clarad and pledged their support to
the Hon. Edward A. Mann of Ala-- 1
good coffee from an inniogordn, New Mexico, as delegate
ferior brand. Crystal
to rongress, first, last, and all the
coffee, at 30 cents per
time.
For thut purpose a republican clubi
pound, we confidently behas been organized. Its membership'
lieve, is the best brand
is increasing dally and In all probad- ever sold in Albuquerque.
lllty the delegation to the territorial
unventln,. from Lincoln county will:
be Instructed In vote fOT Judge Mann
as long ns his name Is before the
convenlion.
Judge Mann Is not a stranger to
the republicans of Lincoln county,
being the presiding judge of the sixth
judicial
Which
district.
embraces
SOLÉ AGENT.
Lincoln county, which position he
has held since his appointment sevr.os w. Central.
Phone Ml
eral years ago, and as such, has become personally acquainted
with
must of the people of Lincoln county;
who as a whole speak of him In the
highest terms as a Jurist and as a
PROFESSIONAL CARD.
man. While not being a resident of
county,
during
(Lincoln
his term CHAB. a.
still
of office the people have become so
Dentist.
acquainted with him that he Is re- Phones 869 and 102.r. Alhuqin rqie
garded us one of them. And without
New Mexico,
a doubt Judge
Engagements Made by Mall
Mann will be the

un ici p.ll loll Ol ine (ICIIIHIllls iinme pasmón will
make upon us this Fall and Winter and in consequence every dollar's worth of women's apparej has been marked down to Ihe lowest notch.
01

and varied assortment of
t'hlldren's Dresses, In all colors, mado
Percule
of Rood quality Gingham.
trimmed In Feather Stitch Braid,
Htnbroldery and Tucking
A

.

...201

TU- -

Our Buyer
oi.iiMHK

CHILDREN'S
DRESSES

1

Sulli-

WESTERN LEAGUE.

Score

MILLINERY AND WOMKN'S
PHONE ORDERS PILLED PROMPTLY.

Embroidered Batiste Robes
Below Cost

Dy-ge- rt

Des Moines

Speiial lllximlrh

Coffee and

mm

RV GOODS,

Mriso. of Integrity.

If

-

ooo

Delicious

'Republicans of County Pledge
Support First, Last and All
the Time to Judge Edwaid A,
Mann for Delegate,

ALBIJQIIEmIQUE'S EXCLUSIVE ORY OOODS HOUSE.

in appenscll work, and
embroidered, with pearl
regular price.
buckles;
2.1c
.ir,c, at, each

4Hp

BRYAN

Albuquerque,

THE ECONOMIST

Tub

1

Berger and Bemls; Orth

Washington. ..01

ATTORNEYS.

Office In First National Bank building

TMSJ BCXINOMIH'r

FRICAN LEAGUE

Cleveland Sj
Cleveland, July
feated New York
today, 3 to 2.
Score
Cleveland 000 020

IN LINCOLN

I

CARDS

W. WILSON

-

er

'

PROFESSIONAL

H. W. Ü.

1

Chicago Takes Double Mender.
Boston. July 30. Chicago took a
double-headfrom Eoston today, 13,
to 4 and 6 to .1.
K. II K
Piral game
1
104 233 00013 17
Chicago
olo ooo 021 - - 4 I 6
Boaton
Krazer and
Batteries Huebluck.
Moran; Horner, Boqltes. Ferguson
and Uowerman.
H. II K.
Second game
1
000 200 310 6 11
Chicago
000 030 000- - 3 7 I
Boston
Batteries Pfeister, overall lloran
and Kllng: McCarthy. Ferguson and
Smith.

Secretary.

Window frames, yt.'.Y Albuquerque
Attorney at Law
Planing Mill.
Collections Made. New State National
Bank Wdg., Albuquerque, N. M.

ORGANIZED

13

111

11

OALVESTON

AND

WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN

1

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

today.
Score

CITY

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

.527
.457

WEST

ONE-THIR-

.554)

50

KAST AND

The Santa Ee Hallway Company lias here the largest terminal yards on its system from Chicago to California which with an elegant Harvey Eating Hoti.se, a commodious depot, mail and riprea offlVe; roundhouse
rs. The lots offered lor sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating House; street- - graded, sidewalks laid out; ttliade I reels, etc.
for eighteen stalls: tracks to accommodate l,UK
CASH; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT S PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN
THE PRICES OF LOTS AHE LOW: TERMS EASY.

581

38
41
43
45

51

SANTA FK SYsTKM I.EADlXfl
AND OLD MEXICO.

THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TGWNSITE
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
of all classes. Patent Holler Mill, a Winery, the
New Mexico, lies In the valley of the Hlo (rumie. It has fine slimle trees ami a beautiful take, School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store
new Hotel Belen, with all modern improvements; restaurants. Urtck Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc, etc, etc.
LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
ALL FAST
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Won. Lost P.C.I
57
34
.020
55

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

Cut-O- ff

Helen.

American League.
Detroit
St. Louis
Chicago
Cleveland
Philadelphia

Till: MAIS MM! OF THF
TO SAN FRANCISCO

Won. Lost. P.C.
3
65
.604

Chicago
New York

3

31, 1908.

Located on the Belen

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

OF THK TEAMS.

Pittsburg

FRIDAY, JULY

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEAGUE

STANDING

MORNING JOURNAL,

Mdse. of laiearH

WASH DRESSES at About
One-HaPrice
lf

Choice of 300 Women's and Misses, Wash Dresses, one and two
styles, made of lingerie, mulls, white or figured lawns, white
linens and colored madras cloths. We still have an excellent assortment of sizes and styles to choose from. We have lot numbered every
one of these wash dresses for easy choosing and prices have been
slu: had below cost of manufacture to effect a clearance.
piece

WASH OR TUB SUITS
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
i...
Lot

It
Iit
Lot

Lot

ttKo

worth to $1.5. at
worth to $2.50 at
worth to $3.50, at
worth to $5.00, at

0.
1.

l.

.$2.1$

2,
3.
4. worth to $7.50. ut
6, worth to $8.00, at

worth

fi.

7. worth
.

UN

to $10.00, at
to $12 50, at.

worth lo

H.

.$$$
$ I.

$ 15 00,

at

worth to $22.50, at

NADIA
CORSET
SPECIAL

$13.50

i

These Corsets are mads
specially for us, the brand
la our own and ws guarantee them.
Nadla style 2 and I, worth
$1.50 and are as good
aa any $1.50 Const you
can buy: our Introduc$1.00
tory Price
$1.7
6,
value
Style
Nadla

at

$6.9$
$7.$$
$

$l.t5

Nadla Style 1 and 21 are
the styles you usually
pay $2.00 for, at.. $1.50
Compare them and If
not as we say your monsy
will be refunded.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
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USE

WATER

OF

IS

COMMUNITY

A

W Irrigate, plow and plant talnty an to what Captain Baldwin's
allow it to become ready '
extra expense." aerial craft 111 do when It gets up
und before cultl- - and ave all that
vating. Better not Irrigate at all than Anide frorr, the fact that the com- -' In the air. many of It feature be-t- o
'
munlty haa the right to Insist that he Ing new In this country. The prlncl-- I
let the nil bake afterward.
"nal1
no waste the rainfall or hi Ir-- 1 pal difficulty, If any. will be, It I
. w
v. ry
Mexico
now
farmer
hlp by
vh. uld know that the molture the oil r,KalinK water If we can Induce him thought. In controlling the
is capable ..f holding
lost ALMOST;1" ,r ,n,s ma1d he will be surprised meana of the mechanical device, to
nuu wnich tnr invenior was wncwe ra
KNTIRKI.Y BY EVAPORATION and " """ ,nal ,a" Plowing win
that to give the soil mure than It can labor in tne end and win matte nia the construction. In tne paat cap-so- il
more productive.
j tain
Baldwin has steered his balloon
ho',1 cither LEACHES OUT ITS FEH
Plant food is made available by!DV shifting the
of his body,
TI1.ITY. OR IF ITS DHA IN AO K IS
.
soil!
POOh RUINS IT WITH AOCTJMULA- - moisture hihI alao by frost. Dry
very slowly. Vegetable:
iTION OF ALKALI MCA It OR UPON disintegrate riot
decompose rapidly In
THF. SURFACE
The little rapillury matter can
formed is quickly i i i
1
tubes (uriii from deep (town In the it. and any ammonia
ti II i i
by the wind.
true
R
noil up to the surface ant) the water Is drawn out
Is
in winter:
les evaporation
drawn up to the top an In a lump of there
and
but for thi reason it I
mi- - i'
and the winds and nun vapor requires less labor to retain ealer
the moisrato It from the surface and it i lost ture by plowing and harrowing at this
In the Ir
BV FLOWTKO OR HA R season
in
year. Land
It.
no

i

ni in

FOR

NEW MEXICO IRRIGATION

1

mm

it iin in ii

APPROPRIATION

the
later
Interesting Article by Carlsbad rowing. these tubes ark plowed than
in the spring while the winds
.
.
IRROKEN HEI.OW THE SIRFACF
high will usually dry down very
Man in Competition for Ter - and thk notntmc is swim. are
quickly a deep us It I plowed. Fall

HELP WANTED

2

Male

High grane men to fill
flee mercantile and technical DOSl
tlons in the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association, 201 E. Central
avenue. Albuquerque, N. M. Phone
WANTED

'

HELP WANTED

Female.

WANTED Ladles to call and see
our new stock of millinery at re-- j
duced price. Crane MillineryÍ and
. j i
Dressmaking Parlors.
Central
Fifth street. Ladies' tailoring and
dressmaking parlors. Phone 944. Aptf
prentice wanted.
at
chambermaid
WANTED Good
the Columbus hotel.

FOR ROADS

FOR RENT

Rooms.

FOR RENT A nice room with modern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 1136.
tf
Personal Property Loani
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, light
housekeeping or lodging; large,
light and modern; bath, etc.; one
park. S. E. cor. Eighth
ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, ORGANS, block north of
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels; st and Kent ave. Rates moderate.
also on Salaries and Warehouse
rent-N- o Room at 422 North 6th
as low as 110.00 and as high a
sick.
and
quickly
made
ara
Loans
HBO.pO.
FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseto
month
One
Time:
nrlvate.
t r
keeping; alao bedrooms with or
one year given. Goods to remain In
your possession. Our rates are rea- without board. Gerónimo hotel, 121
sonable. Call and aes us before bor- North First.
si
Steamship tickets to and WANTED Tenant for Ave room
rowing.
from all parts of the world.
cottage In good condition.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY Close In. Apply 116 West Gold
Ave.
S
4,
and
Rooms
Grant Bid.
PRIVATE OFFICES
FOR RENT Two good rooms for
OPEN EVENINGS
light housekeeping. $11. Call 104
SOBH West Central Avenue North Second.
FOR RENT Large, cool, desirable
STORAGE.
rooms for housekeeping. 524 Weet
Central avenue. Apply at rearj
WANTED--Piano- s,
household goods,
furnished
and
etc., e'.ored and packed safely at FOR RENT Three
three unfurnished rooms on South
reason a 'ale rates. Phone 540. The
Security Warehouse & Improvement Broadway. Call Dr. Wilson, 417 South
Co. Offices, Rooms I and 4, Grant Arno.
tf
Block, Third Ureet and Central Ave.
FOR RENT Four well furnished
rooms for housekeeping. 324 South
Edith street.
tf

Money to Loan
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after Irrigating
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land will not dry out in this
Wag if properly harrowed, and before
very
require
vegetable
mutter
from
spring will be o compact that the
utile moisture in run iqnnoi
moisture will keep close to the sur- and if left undisturbed after ev. n a
Land in thi condition will take LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR
(Written by Francis O. Tracy, of light shower the capillary tubes will
from irigation or rain more
THE UNIVERSITY HILL
WANTED
Positions
Carlsbad, N. M. In competition for soon reform to the surface and begin readily und to better advantage than
I
I
l
p; lie trophy offered by territorial en
MU1BK
AM)
was
PI
MP
lo
if ,,ot olowed and will retain the molsRy young lady nurse to
WANTKD
gineer.)
not
TIKK
lure much longer. It will not absorb
I
this reason that land dries very much If any more water, either, Plans Under Way to Open
NOTK The writer on "Suggestion
o rapidly after Irrigating únicas than unplowed land, though wetting
general house.
Upon Irrigation In New Mexico" has
Central Avenue 80 Feet Wide
us W. Hun- promptly cultivated. The large much OSS per in the same length of
set In two copiesgo.which are identical 'quantity
of tratar has made the toll time for the kuIihoII will be full of
The longer one
to
as far a they
Street
Fourteenth
From
of moisture.
by up to date
treated In this mancontains more word than the rules very compact and tomad millions......
Address, Box 266, Silver
baker.
ner will go at least a month longer
Fair ftrniiruie
covering the orlze contest would al- - cnpinaiy mo.- which wi k ...K...
Ul UUIIUWt
City, N. Mex.
low. The territorial engineer has care- - May and If not quickly broker will than dry unplowed land plowed after
not irrigating, for It lias only to be disked
Kit ,h
longer one nn.l find It soon waste in the BtmoaphWI
WANTED Young man wants posl- In the Irriga
and harrowed thoroughly to be In pertlon as fireman for stationary boil- That the Bernalillo county com- a most able article and that every only all the water given
n,,,H "' ,h wa,,'r i"" fect shape for planting.
ut
lua JNOrln r,lal
ln town or ouldo Its full!pr. rep.
(mission Is prepared
paragraprt ..mains valuable iniorma- - ,
st
It is
The farmer has more time to plant
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
tlon. W. are. therefore, sending the viously h. Id In the soil helow.
TRY
o when he does not have to plow after sha re in the campaign of roao im- WANTED Position as cashier,
by
suitable for office and traveling
longer copy and we have also taken claimed that sometimes 71 per cent
Bernaby
the
by
Irrigating.
The moisture is retained provemcnt Instituted
men. 507 South Second St.
young lady of experience. In or
the liberty of ra pita Using some Im- - the water supplied and retained lf the
,,,p
much ( loser to the surface. I have re- lillo county good roads association, out of Albuquerque. Address E. B.
TO MAKE IT
" I"
" "'V ""
irrigator
F.verv
phrases.
j,ortant
' 'and is not cultivated, and within two planted
cotton on such land t hrec and now being heartily seconded by cure Journal Office.
should carefully studv this article.
FOR SALE
be In weeks after first planting (which had the city government, was shown at a
Real Estate.
CASH
V.rnon L Sullivan, territorial engi week the soil and crop will
If no Irrigation been too deepl without further irriga- spei lal meeting of
. worse condition
"
i
than
commission
the
mfT
FOR SALE On easy payments, 18
far-I- t. tion, and obtained a fine stand.
The yesterday when the general dispol-tio- n WANTED
Salesmen, Agents.
ON
lots, single or In bunch, good locaThe best use of water for Irrigation' bad been given. Often then the
farmer will also be surprised to find
-r
,'l"lm
of county road funds for Un- SALESMAN - Kxpcrien. ed
any
I
"
tion. Fine investment, or will exin
arid regions In the last analysis to
siiffer- - how many weed
he hus started in balance of the present year was dischange for paying business or other
.. i...-tIn N.
Mu tuv.w. ,..,. It by alkali, when It is actually
general
trade
sell
to
line
THESE SMALL
way and killed before his crop cussed at length ami appropriation!
property.
Inquire 220 West Silri.M...n,lul.m.l.itelv the final limits of Ing from the compacting of tti soil thi
An unexcelled specialty proMex.
ver.
m2
he goes In, and how fast his crop will made. Captain
which
moisture
of
that
H.
lack
W.
GIHenwater,
and
devel$35.00
economic
with
agricultural
Commissions
and
position.
Their
grow. No one who ha ever tried this supervino? for
ADS.
alkali
if
It.
and
given
he
con
lias
cottages,
thinks
district,
SALE
FOR
Two
corner
third
the
of
expenses.
work
nut
The
weekly advance for
opment. Kacb localltv must
BERN AC- system will abandon It, and he will sisting chiefly of the city of Albu Continental .Jewelry Co., Cleveland.
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
the problem for Itself. Tor It varies ail alio Is to blame IT HAS
I LURK TO find that he can plant and cultivate querque,
and environ and commis- Ohio.
greatly with the character of lb soil CUMULATED BY HIS FA
FOR SALE Relinquishment of 160
1
TERES much more crop with the same labor
acres at Stanley, N. M. Inquire
and rabMl), depth to underground BREAK THE CAPILLARY.alone has and will often, as In my case upon sioner Ktigenio Barela of the Bsc SaTJeSM EN AND AGENTS $ $50.00
whose action
ond district were present and report1524 South Second .
wat.r. amount of surface stone, cli- thoroughly, been
be
made
can
over
per
week
and
thirty
to
acre
the
above
referred
accumulated In damthe alkali
ed to the commissioner! work done
FOR SALEMiscellaneous.
matic conditions including atmospher
necessity for enl. save himself one Irrigation upon cot- und In progress and their plans for selling New Campaign Novelties from
ic moisture (aside from rata), dry aging quantity. The
Stores,
to
Sells
now
or
until election.
after planting;.
FOP. SALE Good, gentle horse, douFOR RENT
Dwellings.
the balance of the year. Mr. Barela
quantity and season of annual tivation tmmcoiai.-inin strongly tonFor bycornfollowing
wind
this method of fall la at work on the extension of North County Fairs, Picnics and Private
ble harness, express wagon. 521 W.
Six
RENT
FOR
room
lalnfall and the kinds of crop raised, cannot be Impressed too
brick house,
plowing and frequent harrowing after
Families. Complete line of samples, Sliver.
Fourth street and expects to bring charges prepaid for 50c. Order today.
modern. Close In. Inquire E. B.
that no hard and fast rub can he laid upon us.
In
1(H,
our
the
dam
of
lo.
carried
Last year my furrows were made through
tf
road into Brat class condition to Chicago Novelty Co., 60 Wabash ave., FOR SALE All kinds or house hold Booth,
i...... ui.i.i. win i.nniv In an local!- the years 190IS and lBOd ten that
Futrelle Furniture Co.. FOR RENT
furniture.
the turning plow, four In each acres
county line before undertaking Chicago.
the
and
bath
flats.
r even in two successive
tie
of
were
orchard,
seven
which
west end of viaduct.
tf and six rooms and bath; houses
of
'seventeen and a half foot apace be- - planted in January, 1903,
work. He also haa supervision
K.ns to the same locality.
and three other
west,
goods of new and modern, with hot water heat
Household
SALE
FOR
Old
of
a
Albuquerque,
portion
and
To be benefited by the experience of ' tween the trees running east and
in December, 19o:t. without any
every description at 200 S. Broad- and gas ranges in kitchens. Apply to
the ridges were acres
others It Is. therefore, necessary to After Irrigating
irrigation whatever upon very sandy of the extension of West Central
A. W. Anson, 815 North 4th St.
way.
possi-tha- t
as
level
nearly
as
back
thrown
avenue,
yielded
has
of
care
which
but
the
Place,
loca
SANITORIUM,
Rosedale
know all the conditions under
land which dries much faster than my
r
disk
protecto-graporchard
a
Unlit
FOR RENT
h
near
A
with
ranch,
Indian
new
on
ble.
SALE
brick house at
Mr.
ed
brand
FOR
thai
Lockhart
work to
GIHenwater.
experience has been gained. The '
- sandy loam, and where it was eighteen
609 West Coal avenue;
of the kind recently repreMr. QIHénvvater showed the work,' school. Under management of grads farming under irrigation, coy- - row. the land was Immediately harfeet to water, i am convinced by my
Missfrom fine location.
brick houce.
lias been done en- - rowed north ami souui wnn an acme experience timt by this method fruit which has been done on University! uate nurses. Rates reasonable. 1176. sented here In the city. Taken
erlng fifteen
phone
the agent ln exchange for services, cor North Fifth st. and Marquette
tirely in Eddy county. New Mexico, harrow and cotton planted north and tre. s can be carried to bearing age in hill, and wnat it is proposed to do es Moorman and Bartlett,
modern.
rooms
the Intention of selling It. Will ave;
space.
and with
aitltude .t.L'l under a system of ..pen south, three roms In each
New Mexico upon sandy loam
Call at over San Jose Restaurant,
soils before the end of the year and also BOARD and lodging at $20.00phone.
be sold much under price.
Central
tongueless
on
light
used
00.
and
$2f,
were
Electric
Sweep
land,
andy
carefully
over
loam
avenue. E. H. Dunbar, Gold and
with the com.tit. he, chiefly upon
without Irrigation aud that some years went
the Journal office.
a nd bath. 616 W. Coal.
the they
some (Hire sand and some adobe, most walking cultivator to cultivate
will produce fruit; but that to missioners the plan for the work on
guaranteed. Di- Third.
SALE
Alfalfa
FOR
tree
in
the
by
day
at
shovel
the
Boarders
of It with slight fall and an nverage cotton and double
insure a crop one Irrigation must be central avenue west of Fourteenth WANTED
rect from ranch to consumer. $10 FOR RENT New three room cotLadles pre412 South Broadway.
street. I'pon motion of Chairman ferred,
depth of ten to twelve fe.-- t to water row. The trees were also hoed. For available.
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
tf per ton. Address H. C. Brill, Ala
were
furrows
Irrigations
subsequent
op(runsfleld,
hus
He
My
approunusual
the
commission
and ro.k.
had
experience with fruit and shade
1022 South Walter street.
meda.
tf
beand
row
cotton
withor
the
Roomers,
with
run
between
WANTED
$3,00(1
priated
of
of the balance in the
portunity to watch the operation
trees ha taught me that they can b
a
with
trees
cooking.
and
3,
KENT
4
FOR
SALE
of
four
cotton
roots
2.
Good
FOR
home
Furniture
out
board.
and
killed very easily by being left dry In 'road fund for litis year to pay for the
ether under the largest Irrigation tween
house, furnished or unfurnished.
house. Call 206 Atlantic avenue.
and clean.
with adjustable wings, such a the winter when apparently dormant. work on University hill and West Rooms well furnished
sysl. m In the territory, now the Carls,
W.
V.
500
S.
Seecond.
Futrelle.
Qreeley,
potatoes
tf
at
used to furrow
bad project, United States reclamathis appro- Modern. The Gray Stone, 218V4 West POR SALE A heavy Gould force
Much root growth goes on through Central avenue. With
hack
cultivated
Was
Colo
around
The
al
Hold.
FOR
watRENT
Four
room
house;
priation
It
will
the
month
when
possible
be
tion service.
the leaves are off.
for Mr.
1"rPf!l
pump, with cylinder , handle and
F.VeVy
er paid, 1018 N. Second; $13.50.
especially In the early spring before rwilenwater to proceed at once to
Rainfall has varied from Ml to level after each Irrigation.
pulleys for power. Used very little.
and
times,
live
was
cultivated
thing
complete
!M K7
Inches, normal being called 13
the foliage starts. Water Is not us- the work thus begun and to
Vbmtla,
A
California,
fork
Steel
MISECELLANEOUS
n. olipl. Ullnv available at this time, nor Is It give the city and county a
d
Fully
of the annua! after tne ran rain in c-- n
Inches
first class
stork saddle and bridle. Good as new.
FOR RENT
Desk Room.
j(
rowaiwjM
and
Pniit trees In nnr road from (he university to Traction FURNITURE REPAIRING
rainfall conns late In Repte mber, Oc-- t shovels were sent down tne tree were
P. O. Box 173, or 609 West Fruit
There
moisture.
Goff,
A.
Inthat
locality
W.
to
retnln
neatly
chiefly
of
done.
for
fear
park,
if
FOR
room in principal
starting
RENT
the
n
Desk
buds
t
While
be.
has
proiher and November.
Impossible
avenue, city.
three Irrigations, the last in August. early to be frosted. Hut after wood ceed with the grading of West Cen- 207 14 East Central, phone 068.
al
office building.
he ha
Address B., care
terested In peach culture,
of measuring hus liponed in the fall. If there have tral avenue
, vine and There were no menu
FOR SALE Poland china pigs. John of Journal.
i row ii all varieties of tree-J28
until the completion of
of
amount
a25
I
(five
the
Mann.
been no rains I would certainly ad- the Fourteenth street conduit. This
farm crop, reaerially cotton In the the., so .iiinot
vise Irrigating orchards und conserv- is now about complete and the fill POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
water ued.
young orchard.
PERSONAL
Young work team, also
FOR SALE
He has learned that the proper US
good driving horses; cheap. HighAfter the fall rains I prepared forty ing the moisture carefully through the to be made will proceed at once.
pool and bil
KALE Antl-triFOR
DR. NACAMULI will be back at his
It is proposed
of water for lirlgntion begins with ar.s mor- - land which was planted winter. I would also when fall rains
to make Central
liard tables, supplies and bar fix land Lively 112 John street,
are insufficient, advise always irrigat avenue full eighty feet wide from
office from Europe September It,
K TIIK RAIN
the CONSERVATION'
pi
payments,
easy
on
Sold
of
acre
ture.
2'. acres in peaches and II
FOR SALE Cheap, horse, saddle, 1908.
ing orchard land In the fall to be Fourteenth street to
FALL and under condition like hi
&
Sons,
park,
Traction
logues
Pasaow
free.
Churlos
January
,
harness, etc. Phone 534.
(.,Hur. durtng tho winter. j and this matter
..wn which are common to the greater very heavy land In pears, in
was discussed at P. O. Box 10S4, Dallas, Texas.
FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
believe alfalfa ought also to be Irri- some length by the
FOR
SALE A saddle horse, suitable
portion of thin territory thi call for i '.(is without irrigation. Aprilitus nnu
commission. West
to
ir.th
In furrow
wo
Irrigated
gated
or
cutafter
disked
last
fall
the
lady
result-are
children;
or
$40.
for
Call
at
If
FOR RENT Saddle poples. Arch T
of Hunlng Castle, there are seven.
the bet
FALL PLOWING
cotFINE ANGORA GOATS.
ting und that proper full and winter house, which extend Into
10th by Mexicans and planted to
Wilson, 401 South Edith.
502 South Third street
to be obtained the following seaPhone
the road,
used at
1594
at
son.
The storage of this rainfall in ton. Nine acre Inches wereIrrigation irrigation i of this crop and conserva- and the commission yesterduy gave
highregistered
7,000
I
and
have
this
After
irrigation.
of
tion
he moisture by disking win notice In writing to property ownFOR RENT Two line offices
in
of more Importance to New till
the soil
Angora
Kids
grade
and
Does
IrrigaBucks.
our
Mexican
greatly Increase the yield the followwe discovered all
modern
building. 313 Vi
Mexico, because more generally pracers concerned to move back to the for sale. Prices reasonable. Will sell JftNTEDMjscellaneous
A
night.
I have known of two fine
line within ten day.
ticable than to store It in surface res- tor for waste, especiallyWMat given on ing season.
leadles to oaif anifsee our West Central. Apply at studio.
Whlie It will any number to suit the buyer. These WANTED
crops "f hay being cut after winter Ir- probably
irrigation
new stock of mlllniry at reduced
goats
heavy
are
good
and
ervoirs. Every fnrmer can do thi Htihsequent
shearers
Impossible
to
widen
ave
the
RENT For hall purposes. In the
d
of rigation before any further water was
8th
will bear critical Inspection.
Come prices. Cia.10 Millinery Co., corner FOR
with little actual expense and with the andy land June heavy
new Futrelle building. West End
land June available. I believe It will be found nue to the full width at once, it will and ste them or write what you want. Central uve and Fifth st. Ladies' taiViaduct,
certain profit to him. if and benetrl an acre foot; on the
be
ns
done
rooms 60 and 58.
rapidly a funds will oerloring
of a foot,
profitable to Irrigate uny farm land
parlors.
and dressmaking
M. R. McCRORY. M. D.,
20th,
to the community.
fiU.
The
property
owners
944
from
Apprentice
1907
Phone
wnnted.
N
M.
In
in
San
Marcial
the fall and winter and prepare It
Th.. alKtv acres nlanted
lit to W rk
As soon a the ground
rows after the for Kprlng planting while work Is Fourteenth street to the end of the
WANTK.P
to repoli. Jos itlcn- FOR SALE OR TRADE.
after the fall rain It should he plow- were plowed aero the
Huning ground, have given the necards' Cigar 8tore.
tf
bates
on
made
II
We
the
alack
farm.
picked
was
cotton
FOUND
essary
FOR
space,
SALE OR TRADE A aood
ed and each doy' plowing should he 'selling
the
commission having
New Mexico'
WA NTED To buy or sell all kinds
rainfall is fitful and moved
with the seed for 12.004. 10, the
thoroughly harrowed before night. It
mountain wagon at Morgan's, 20S
back
o that there FOUND In Crystal Theater about a
the
fence,
t,v
a
t
...,,.,..,l.,a
cotton
the
We
of
torrential.
second
hand
to
Scheer
suppleshall
furniture.
have
m. m
muy
found neceseary to harrow acruui
E. Central.
m.
week ago, a white coat for child. and Wnrliek, 206 East Central.
ment our canal with storage reser- will be little further delky In the
more than once afterward before being 2 acre.
can
Identifying
same
by
have
Owner
work.
voirs. Site for these can not alwuys
with
finished
and
disked
wa
then
A
WANTED
well
house
of
furnished
It
spring. Follow as neurly as practiFor the first time since the organi It at the Journal Office, and paying
All missing trees were re- be obtained upon our streams where
about five rooms, In good location.
for this advertisement.
STOLEN.
cable the method outlined In Camp- the acme. February
PeBeaded, and will never be adequate to sation of the county the commission
winter
The
In
planted
Good tenants, no children.
Address STOLEN Party
bell' Moll Culture, a book which
ha
- hold
the
county
In
who took bicycle
shape,
affairs
such
uh
our
flood
no
all
waters.
Every
snow
or
rain
H. B. W Care Journal.
ine without
irrigation
EXCELLENT ROOM AND
should be read by . every
from Silver avenue barn Sunday
.
.
farmer ha a storage reservoir ln the and the road business is so organized
Was
needrn.
ine
, o
,
nc son puenei ñus ooi
ii.rnier.
morning, will kindly return same at
wa Irrigated Muren sol! of hi field which will hold water tnat active and effective work may
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BOARD.
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In (.Or or.tllM When. west th rty acre
(,.or,. ii...-- s
once and avoid prosecution.
and the next two years, with a
April
to for six month of the year with little
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planted
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ver the surface "ll begin to crust
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hand
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110 East Coal Avenue.
at the moist condition of
Return to Journal office and receive
thirty acre were Irrigated first for to us by this Himple method of sclen and for the lack of which Albud reward.
In (he spring and to find how close
WANTED
8.
U.
FOR
ARMY
querque
tlflc
furmlng.
ha suffered seriously. The
nlantlns cotton April 25th, three
unmarried men between ages
to the surface thi moisture will re- quarters
The .inutility of water required for commissioners
are determined to
of n foot per acre were used.
of 18 and 35; citizens of United States
main.
Irrlgat- - any given crop can hurdly be defl- - build roads Just as rapidly as the
for
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furrowed
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By preserving In this way the moising again July I, but over an inth oí nueiy determinen irom any data avall-ral- n county funds will permit, and with
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ture from It Inches of now und some
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except
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certain
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REAL ESTATE and RENT-IN- G Albuquerque, N. M
Inches of rain In November and De- since.
Ry August 1 the cotton will plicated and varies with local condl- - come.
and from now on It will be run as a
cember. I Olí. I was able during Janu
from row to row, ano uons arm in tne same locality with
The
touched
have
AGENT.
let
commissioners
a
Hummer
It Is the coolest and
contract
resort.
S0DAF0UNTA1NS
ary and February. 107. to plant 60 we hope now to carry through the,cllmutlc condition from year to year. to the Standard Plumbing company
place In town. We cater to the
hadlet
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."1,1 ave.
W.
600.
Phone
Irrigation
We have several bargain to offer In best of trade only, loafing and rowdy-Isacre of peaches without
nood corn ha been made repeatedly for the construction of 300 feet of
year without further Irrigating.
both new and second hand soda founupon land that had had no Irrigation
I
not nllowcd.
for the two year toneur Carlbud with one more foot of wewer extension west of the court
Arthur Aber- rainfall
The
tains for Immediate shipment. Easy comble, manager.
or cultivation for two years and to July 20. mod, ha been in 1101 Hi 8 irrigating water. It ha been made In house, at the contract price
of
$215,
Marquette
payments.
Ave.
New
monthly
Write or phone
carry the tree through safely until Inches of which 9.3 fell In October California with six inches and no rain. that being
the lowest bid.
for our attractive proposition.
The
modern brick, $3.200.00.
in April, und November. 1908. to July 20. 5.22 Cotton, owing lo It long growing gap
water could be obtained
company,
Texas.
County
Dallas.
Orosman
Surveyor Pitt Ross, reportBúnForrester Ave. New
when cotton was planted between the Inches, of which 3 83 ha fallen ln son, will require about the same quan- ed that It would require
3.000 cubic-yardgalo. $2,HriO.OO.
Enay terms.
in Real
tity. Alfalfa has been Irrigated once
rows. Where I had good stock to start June and July.
of dirt to make a fill, which Is
S. Edith Street
NOTICES.
modern
LEGAL
per cent lived on SO acre the
way
with
with
all
the
from
acre
this
four
planting
For furrowing before
desired In the road to the stockyards.
Easy terms.
brick. $2.650.00.
$2600 4 room brick cottage, wash
first year. The stock on the other So year I have used a disk cultivator Inches to more than one acre foot. The
house, corner lot, cement walk
Ourfleld Ave. New
brick.
NOTICE.
aeres was In such poor condltiun at throwing up four tidge In each tree Where the land ha been properly der commission took the matter unon both sides; close ln.
$2.000.00.
Easy terms.
conspiration.
pluming thut I told my foreman I 'space and running the wator In be- leveled and ditched to put the water
4
$1600
room frame cottage,
Residence lots ln all parts of city
Road Tax Now Día-- ,
would be satisfied to save 60 per cent. tween these and also Bround the trees, over It uniformly and rapidly the bet
nicely finished, and two room
coy
on
terms.
The law requires every able bodied
We did save nearly 70 per cent, und which are somewhat banked up with result are obtained with about six
adobe, cement finish; 60 ft lot,
man, between the uges of twenty-on- e
on about an acre and a half, which earth from so much previous furrow acre Inches to each Irrigation.
8. Broadway.
FOR RENT.
On
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 room houses.
and sixty yean., to annually pay a $3000 fi roombrlck cottage, modcould not be Irrigated at all that year. irrigating. 1 have then thrown down deep sull I believe fall and winter Irern, extra nice; close In.
'
per cent.
road tax of three dollars or, In lieu
Some nice furnished rooms, and
the ridges with a riding cultivator and rigation and subsequent cultivation of
$1900 4 room frame cottage modof such sunt, to labor on the public
furnihhed houses.
After fall plowing and preserving followed with the planter putting In alfalfa land by disking will reduce the
ern, W. Lead ave. Easy terms
road three days. Sec. S, Cahpter 53
winter moisture the Isnd should be four rows. Cotton and tree together total quantity of water needed In the
$2300
frame with bath:
Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly
THE
IRRIGATED IN FFRROWR If posi- probably take more water than either twelve months for full crop of hay.
good outbuildings; lot 76 by
The supervisor of Road District No
14$; lawn, 16; shade trees; 4th
ble and slowly nongh to Insure that would take separately, owing to the
3, comprlKing
Precincts No. 12 and
ward.
the moisture meets at the tree roots difficulty of perfectly systematizing PREPARATONS FOR
llnlMsffl tiTl A ff'fl FREUCH FEMALE I 26, which preclrui
$2500 New 4 room frame cotInclude the City
and penétrate five feet deep before the Irrigation.
tage, modern, beantlfully
ARMY BALLOON RACE
Müüím iiUM W P I L L S. of Albuquerque, accepts the office
the water U cut off or shortly after.
For trees alone I should Irrigate
Mass Meeting in San Jose Deconcrete foundation, celA ftaJfl, Crrr
ItBUtV ,'or Hrrrti win Mrwrit'tntM.
without corn peuM) tlon and is devoting
If roar soil I never allowed to dry slowly In two furrows about two feet
lar, good outbuildings; Highlands
ii -tf
IIW. IMfl Tl MIL
energy
discharge
to
and
of
time
the
out below your loosely cultivated sur- on each aide of tree and keep the
prrt.am
ri dua IHHHIIN 9T Mmaej Il.rti.at4.
$2100 New 4 room brick pottage,
cides Against Proposition to
r,r tl
Will m4 Hum mi Hid, to U Mil lit
Washington. D. C. July 30 The
tho duties of the office to the end
ft f::Mm(jl
face mulch before In Igat Ins, and If whole surface thoroughly and deeply
Ytm. Uyiv 4ffUt do., uwl
modern; fourth ward, on oar
than r.ll.vM.
or
proper
big
gas
work
be
(EM
of
use
(u
that
Inflating
Ihe
the
road
bag
of
require
not
I.'MI
to
made
Try
b.
Jut. Ir.
irrigated In furrowslt will
line.
cultivated between Irrigations.
Make
Line,
Railroad
Dividing
UNITED
CO.,
MIDICAl
Captuln
we
8.
good
74.
e.
e
compell-turfund and that
Baldwin' airship
have
Thomas
Urieuni.
roads
$3200 New S room brick cottage,
much water to Insuie uniform mois- induce deep root growth by
The character of roads to be built
well built; close in, fourth ward.
for a good many feet In depth ing the root to follow the moisture will be begun tomorrow morning. The
$2000 6 room frame cottage, bath
A mas meeting was held last night Sold In Albuquerque by .1. It. O'RIclly. and the line of work are determined
and It will take the moisture far more Roots have been drawn down thirteen tent In which the balloon will be
windmill, near shops und car
by the Qood Roads Association.
rapidly and there will be ENOCOIt feet in four year by this system In housed arlved at Port Myer today and in San Jose precinct at the southern
line.
Mr. 8. M. Porterfleld is authorised
When tree get older run will be pitched tomorrow. By Mon- end of the city to discuss the propo- agree as to which precinct should
JRT HURFACE DIRT TO ABHOR BE California.
$17004 room frame cottage,
a sto which precinct should In- to receive payment of the road tax
MOIHTURE AND ALLOW Vol' Ti i wo more furrows, four In all, between day, barring accidents. Captain Bald- sition made by' Felipe o'Bannon and
modern; Highlands, close ln.
BEGIN CULTIVATION MUCH SOON, leach two rows of trees, keep the sur-K- win will be ready to make hi first others lo divide the precinct and form clude the railroad right of way, and and for the convenience of the publl
- J face dry and the subsoil wet.
flight.
will
one,
new.
a
or
do
evaporaso
It
making
to
can
when
calls
the
decided
make
was
reason
he
railroad
for
of
the
other
lose
will
reduce
This
Frank B. Lahin. who is directly In dividing line. There were about one make no change. County Hupcrlnten-den- t payment can be made at Porterfleld
wish to emphasise still further the
tin) and give you greater and more
STATU, lSI AN(ja, atiausTv
of Hchooli Htroup and other well and Co., 21 Wert Hold avenue. The
lasting benefit from the same amount benefit of retaining our fall moisture, charge of the tents at Fort Myer. will hundred and .fifty taxpayers present
be In New York for Ihe rarman lllght and all took, a most lively Interest In known men were preaent at the meet- law will be strictly enforced.
WIU, IOÍM.
Is going to plant cot-loof water at each Irrigation. Never al t The farmer who say.
W. H. OILLENWATRR,
"What Is the use un Haturdáy but will return by Mon the dlacusxlon, nearly every one pree-en- t ing, which 'was held In the new school
c'and.
1
B.
your ground to become hard and Ion or corn will
Phon 674.
II
Supervisor,
having something to say about It. house.
I am day.
Th. r. is an element of uncer
i
drv before Irrigating If you .an avoia of all that extra labor? When
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pert and given a place of honor In the
building which the Santa Fe is now
erecting on the fair grounds. It is
expected that there will be about 30 -000 visitors at the Irrigation congress

Atlantic Toast Line
sold at 73
and then advanced to
94
T e close Was at 74.
Baltimore and Ohio
75.
higher at
60
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
September oat opened
Canadian Pacific
i;S'( 44. sold at 44 and then advanced
27 H to
Central Leather
The close was at 44.
9
do pfd
shade higher at CI 3, 5s in London.
Central of New Jersey . .1902i0
The local market was firm but unChesapeake and Ohio
424 changed at $4.47
4.52. Spelter
Chicago Great Western
declined to 19 in London but the loi
Chicago and North Western
cal market was Arm and higher at
140
Chicago. Mil. and St. Paul
$4 TOO 4 75.
Bar silver 52c; Mexi- B5Vjlcan dollars 45c.
C. C. C. and St. Louis
32
Colorado Fuel and Iron
32
Tlio Metals.
Colorado and Southern
1
30.
An advance of
New York,-Juldo 1st pfd
57
10s was reported In the London mardo 2nd pfd
138 4 ket for copper with spot closing at
Consolidated Gas
19
59. 15s and futures at 60. 10. LoCorn Products
165
Delaware and Hudson
cally the market was firm and a shade
27 44 higher with lake quoted at $13.12
Denver' and Kio Grande
66
and
13.25; electrolytic 11 3.00d 3.12
do pfd
35
casting $12.75 12.87 . Lead was n
Distillers' Securities

45.

jMcCormick Line of Implements

and the Albuquercu
atr. and the
Santa Fe proposes to take advantage
of this great occasion to advertise
thoroughly the resources of Arixona
and New Mexico. For this purpose the
company has made an appropriation
of $10.000, and the Santa Fe building
and Its contents will oe one of the
big show place... of the exposition.
Wall .Street.
Mr. Wilson wants to make the Ya
.New York, July 30. The stock
vapai exhibit one of the big features,
and he is here today to secure supplemarket was much neglected today and
mentary exhibits, so as to make the
for a large part of the time waa prac
display as large and comprehensive as
tically Idle.
Influence ,,n this result
possible. Many new mines have been
was attributed to a feeling of susopened up since the last territorial
pensa of the withheld announcement
fair and good specimens of ore are
of the
plan of settlement of the
desired from them. He also desires a
Wheeling & Lake Riie note maturity. Erie
23
fine display of the Verde valley prodNews of the settlement was expected
40
do 1st pfd
New York Cotton.
ucts of every description. In order to
before noon but when a further post-- j
29
Fudo 2nd pfd
New York, July 30. Cotton
be impressive, the exhibits sent in
ponement was announced , to whatGeneral Electric
146
tures opened steady at a decline of should be large, that is, generous In
135
r,
would be later than the closing of the Great Northern, pfd
noints an.l closed steady, net 5 quantity, for, of course, their superior
8
exchange, all disposition to op Great Northern Ore Ctfs
points higher to 2 points lower. Spots quality will show for Itself. This will
141
rute In the market seemed to be lost Illinois Central
were quiet with prices unchanged; undoubtedly be the finest advertise11
The show of strength in the Gould blnterborough-Me- t
middling 10 c.
ment that Yavapai county ever had
group kept alive a supposition mat
30
do pfd
and our eltlxens should earnestly co10
the forthcoming news would be help- International Paper
operate with Mr, Wilson during his
Kansas City Live Stock.
ful of values. The. reticence of all per- International Pump
23
Re- brief visit here.
He has arranged,
'
30.
Cattle
July
City.
Kansas
17
sons usually concerned in the negotia- Iowa Central
ceipts 5,000: market steady to strong; through Chief Clerk Taylor, of the
tions, however, :ind the variety of the Kansas City Southern
24
southern steers $3.00 4.80; southern S, F. P, and 1. railroad, for a col66
rumors in circulation as to the probdo pfd
cows $2.0O3.50; stockers and feed- lection of photogruphs representative
un
108
able outcome Indicated so much
Louisville and Nashville
ers $3.004.9(l; bdlls $2.504.00; of Prescott and the industries of the
certainty that speculative operators Mexican Central
14
calves $4.00.26; western steers counties, and these will be grouped
28
hesitated to commit themselves. Aside Minneapolis and St. Louis
and handsomely framed and exhibited
$8.756.00: western cows $2.50
from this special cause for a lull injMinn. St. P. and Si. Sault M
114
at
the fair and Irrigation congress. Be3.80.
activity the trading seems to have en- - Missouri Puelfle
55
6.000; 5 10 cents sides this he will personally super- WE
Receipts
Hogs
periods
npton
one of the usual
tared
Missouri, Kansas and Texas ... 31
compilation of a special edilower; hulk of sales $6..r.06.65: vise the
g4
and seeking for new
of hesitation
d0 pf j
butch- tion of The Earth, of which 30,900
packers
and
heavy
$.606.70;
70
copies are to be printed for free dis
Initiative. The cessation of the buy- National Lead
ers $6.506.70; light $6.10fi.50; pigs tribution,
ing of stocks which has resulted from! New York Central
107
and In which a special ar5.50.
$4.75
will appear descriptive
ticle
this stage 'of the market was not
W York. Ontario and Western 41
of the
mutstrong:
3,000;
Receipts
Sheep
73
lowed today by any important selling Norfolk and Western
$4.G0ii"6.3r. mineral resources of Yavapai county.
lambs
$4.004.65;
tons
Mr. Wilson, in his capacity of indus65
When a recession In prices occurred North American
range wethers $3.76 4.50; fed ewes trial agent,
140
has been of incalculable
the sellings seemed to be suspended Northern Pacific
4.25.
$3.25
benefit in advertising and developing
entirely.
24
Professional traders, how- Pacific Mall
the industries along the line of the
ever, had a suspicion that any ad- Pennsylvania
124
Chicago Live Stock.
Santa Fe and Its tributary lines and
95
vance in prices was taken advantage Peoples' Gas
Chicago. July 30. Cattle Receipts Prescott is fortunate in having him In
stocks. The quiet- Pittsburg. C. C. and St. Louis . 75
Of to distribute
3.500; market steady; beeves $3.90
Its midst and securing his uid.
32
ness of the market was believed to Pressed Steel Car
$3.60 5.2!. ; westerns
7.80: Texans
Mr. Twltchell is compiling the mat167
166
be In accord with the desires of Im
Car
Pullman Palace
$2.50
feeders
ter for the Southwestern Souvenir
$3.80 5.90; stockers and
44
portant tiimticial interests who are.Kulway 9tt,e sprg
...... ... mi
snecu- - Rending
4.50; cows and heifers $5.105.80; book to be issued by the Irrigation
it. niiilne
117
nutp"i, .i..,.,i" ......
congress. It will contain matter by
calves $5.507.00.
20
latlve excitement at this season of po- Republic Steel
market special writers descriptive
14.000;
Sheep Receipts
of all the
73
litical activity and of development
do pfd
steudv: westerns $2. iuw i. iu. )
vast territory between western Texas
17
believed to be working out as wen in Rock Island Co
6.80.
$4.50
lings $4.50.V10; lambs
and southern California, and will be
33
do pfd
railroad affairs. Some Influence toprulusely illustrated.
The book will
wards repression of activity was caus- St. Louis and San Fran. 2nd pfd 26
BONDS. ie about ten and one-ha- lf
AND
by fourSTOCKS
BOSTON
17
ed by the published announcement by St. Louis Southwestern
teen Inches in size and will be an ediClosing Prices.
40
do pfd
the attorney general of the intention
tion of 25,000 copies, livery industry
Money
of the president to push with renewed Sloes Sheffield Steel and Iron ..61
2
wlll be represented and every locality
.2
rail
against
pending
Loans
Call
cases
92
vigor all
Southern Pacific
4
will be covered.
.3
As the edition will
118
Time Loans
do pfd
roads for granting rebates or like ofcost $16,000, a limited space has been
Bonds
18
fenses,
there Is some apprehension
Southern Railway
89
reserved lor advertising in order to
48
Atchison Adujstable 4s mu
do pfd
that this mood Of the government au97
assist In covering the expense.
Atchison 4s
39
thorities may affect the desire of the Tennessee Copper
80
Mexican Central 4s
25
railroads to advance freight rates for Texas and Pacific
New Trophies Offered.
Railroads
153
which a benevolent view from the In Union Pacific
.
86
T. Touautt, of Las C rucea x m
Atchison
J( f(f()
.. 82
terstate commerce commission was at
92
.
The copper Lg,,!
well known merchant in the southern
míe time counted on.
do pfd
.. 28
states Kubber
.163
pun of the territory, has advised the
Pacific
(,() ut j)fd
Union
stocks showed considerable strength
..96
Irrigation congress that he will doMiscellaneous
.. 44
The further rise In the price of the Vnted sta(t
The
24
nate a John Deere foot lift sulky plow,
Amer. Arge. Chemical
pM
.108
metals helped this movement.
M
92
valued at t&Q, for ih- best exhibit of
do pfd Ask
39
. .
opinions published by the leading iron uuh (.oppr
to the VirRjni:l Carolina
130
vegetables grown by Irrigation by a
as
journals
Sugar
st'1'1
Amer
.
.
26
Chemical
and
single
individual in Dona Ana county.
pfd
do
amount of the business of those Indus
flo pf(,
..101
24
James S. Carter, secretary of the
Amer. Woolen
.131
tries are so conservative compared Wabn(,h
publicity bureau of the Carlsbad Com93
do pfd
27
uo pfd
with expressions nearo in ioe
mercial club, writes Mr. Twltchell thut
J.46
General Electric
of the stock exchange tnnt men- in-Westlnghouse Electric
76
4H they will have a very large exhibit of
appearance has Impressive influ- Western Union
U. S. Steel
55
the products of their section among
108
do pfú
ence on speculation.
9
Wheeling and Lake Brie
other exhibits they will show the cotMining;
Tall
nionev continues In great (Wisconsin Central
21
ton In the stnlk beside cotton in the
8
abundance but the time money mar426,100 Adventure .... . . . . . . .
day.
Total
for
sales
the
bale.
3f'
Allouea
ket grows firmer. There were some shares.
Mr. Webster, of Cimarron, chairman
"5
reports of damage to spring wheat
Irregular.
were
Bonds
Total sales Amalgamated
of the Colfux County Fulr association,
16
Atlantic
from rust which had an effect on .the par value $2,904.000.
United States
writes Mr. Hopewell that work will be
76
Bingham
price of wheat and was nn Influence bonds were unchanged on call.
commenced on the Colfax county
showof
stocks
695
prices
Last
Calumet and Hecla
on slocks.
building at the fair grounds In about
a
29
Centennial Ask
ed some declines from yesterday as
St. louis Wool.
two weeks.
con
79
Range
Copper
rul but the fluctuations were so
St. Louis, July 30. Wool Steady:
The John flecker company, of Belittle
10
Daly West
slant and narrow as to leave Closlén N. M., has secured from the N. K.
medium gradea, combing and clothing Franklin
12
significance in the day's changes.
Fu ir bunks company, of Chicago, the)
heavy Granby Bid
1920c; light fine
106
ing stocks:
well known soap manufacturers, the
tub
tine
washed
2027c.
ll12c;
23
Copper
..'
Amalgamated
Isle Royale
following boxea of soup for the best
7
Mass. Mining
American Car and foundry ... 38
exhibit of cantaloupes; one box each
Chicago Board or Trade.
1J
Michigan
do nfd
of Gold Dust washing powder, Fulry
33
Oil
Chicago,
30.
68
July
wheat
local
The
Cotton
Mohawk
American
soap. Tar soap, Pom mo soap und
19
pfd
strong
was
today
an
to
owing
Lnnther
70
and
market
Montana Coal and Coke
Amer. Hide
28
on
40
additional Old Dominion
active demnnd based
American Ice Securities
The American
Hereford Cuttle
.
10
110
"black rust" reports from the Dakotas. Osceola
American Linseed
Breeders' association, of Kansas City,
63
At the close September wheat was up Parrot
28
American Locomotive
will exhibit fifty to sixty Hereford
105
cents Qulncy
cent. Corn was
98
do pfd
bulls, all registered stock. These bulls
37
.
up
Refining
.
were
higher.
Provisions
Smelting
Oats
and
15
Shannon
Amer.
will be offered for sale on October
106
6
15
higher.
cents
were
25
Tamarack
do pfd
7th at the fair grounds.
130
lower Trinity Ask
September wheut opened
16
American Sugur Refining
95 H to
sold at United States Mining
higher at 90
to
42
American Tobacco, pfd
The function of the kidneys Is to
24
89
and then advanced to 91
23
United States Oil
American Woolen
strain out the impurities 0f the blood
46
was
at
Cw
close
The
Mining
4814 which Is constantly passing
Anaconda
Utah
through
low"6
September corn opened
6
Victoria
Atchison
them. Foley's Kidney Kemedy makes
to
73
92
higher at
er to
6
Winona
the kidneys healthy. They will strain
do pfd
out all wustu matter from the blood.
142
Wolverine
Take Foley's Kidney Kemedy and It
84
North Butte
will make you well. J. H. O'RIelly
27
Butte Coalition
and Co.
14
Nevada
124
Calumet and Arizona Ask
21
Arizona Commercial
12
Greene Cananea
NEW CRYSTAL BILL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL LUMBER.

COMIC E

31, 1908.

FRIDAY, JULY

--

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

I RAABE &
Harvest
is at
Hand

!i

.

Té0

T

MAULiLK

SO-

,
I

fg

PIPE-CLEANIN-

and repairing Is one of our specialties.
Making elbows and Joints is another.
in all
We art expert Plumbers
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, In a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
should be plenaed if you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret it.

Men

on
IT.

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.

! E. L. Washburn i

Company
H.

2d.

THE ROMERO AD SIGN COMPANY
PICTORIAL
ADVERTISING

SIGNS

MINERAL EXHIBIT FOR
IRRIGATION CONGRESS

"EVERY SIGN
A

SALESMAN"

Verde Valley Products to Be
Here in Profusion; New Trophies Offered by Various

'

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
IN THE CITY

Manufacturers.

0EFICE AND STUDIO 405 W. Central

PHONE 461

t

MM

The Way

i

MM

It's Done

Owe lumbar Is manufactured at sur
own mills, from Um pick of the hast
body of timber la the rmthWMrt, according to the report of the government's expert. A large stock of dry
f

A

..,vvrsJi'wuii,i.m
VITA "OT
a

UMBER

pruce dimension on hud.
Why not boy the beet when It
sheap m the ober kind.

la a

Rio Grande Lumber Co
Phone I

Career id end

ajerqetta

Yavapai county, Arlzona one of the
richest mineral districts in the United
States, will have
splendid exhibit of
Its ores and metals at the Irrigation
congress and exposition, as well as
comprehensive display of its agricultural products. The Prescott Journal-Mine- r
says:
R. K. Wilson, of Chicago, industrial
agent of the Kunta Fe. and R. K.
Twltchell, secretary of the board of
control of the Irrigation congress, to
be held at Albuquerque in September,
will arrive In Prescott this morning,
and their visit means much for tbla
county in the way of assisting in lis
development.
These gentlemen have perfected
plan
for an exhibit from Maricopa
county at the Irrigation congress and
they are In Prescott to arrange for a
big mineral display. Permission haa
already been obtained from the board
of supervisors to use the Iravapal exhibit which captured first price at the
territorial fair and this will be shlp- -

En-

boy In a

manner

which

Is very'

WM. FARR COMPANY

THE

S10 North 3rd Street.
Office Phone 420. Farm

Wholesale and Retail

!,

U

IN

AND SALT

VMKHH

beseaga a Sueetaltr
Tot Cattle and Hogs the Biggest
tet Prices Is Paid.

IIIH7.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants

SANTA FL TIME TABLE.

Plumbing
(effective

le, INI.)

Noieestxir

Arrive. Depart
Kaet
Southern Cel. xpreei.. 7:46 p I :la a
11:10 p 1:0 p
I, California Limited
10 :t,
p ll:tt a
7. North. Cel. Feat Mall
afex. City Bzp..U:lt p 11:N
I. El P.
1,

.

the West

1 o a
No. 1, Chicago Kaat Hall
No. 4. Chicago Limited
t:b0 p
No. I. Ciil. A Kan. City Bsp..

Peeoe Vallar Traías
Boewell

No. 11. Amarillo,

tul

Carlsbad
Na 11, From Carlabad.KoeeU
and Amarillo
From the Booth

1:11 a
1:1 p

7:Mp

p

a

with
irals
for Santa Fe sod stops at all Iwal points Is
T. B. PUKDT,

Afeat

d

His eccentric dancing is
amusing.
clever and he was forced to respond
D. A. MACPHKRSON.
to several encores last night.
QRORGK ARNOT,
Four splendid movlnk pictures are e
being given, "A Bachelor's Baby,"
"The Vanishing Tramp, "A Determined Lover," and 'The Spirit of '7I.'
The latter film Is full of patriotic
scenes contemporary to the times of
AHI.IbMbUM ism
George Washington. Playing patriotic
music like "Yankee Doodle" and "The
Olrl I Ieft Behind Me supplemented
Asset tar MKeasH
with the firing of guns makes thH
AittiMi asm a . . e a j ajan ata am
film a thriller.

L. B.

SANITARY

Beeeessore

PUTNEY

LIQUOR CO.

te MeilsJ
Uleaal
sad Bacberhl

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing,
All Work Guaranteed
P. A. SMITH,
N,
1st,
Phone 657
909

Thos.F.Keleher
Mili

i

WIIOI.KSALR

WINES,

DKALKBS IN

LIQUORS & CIGARS

handle everything la oar Use. Write
for lllueiraied Catalogue sad Pries Last,
luued to dealers only.
Telephoss 1(1
I'ORNIR FIRST ST. AND COPPaW A VS.
We

DRS. COPP & PETT1T
DENTISTS.

12

N. T. Armijo

Bldg.

Phone 547.

I I ATM I :R
FINDINGS
HARNDSK. BAODIaW, PAINTS. KTfl

B. H. BRIGGS & CO

408 West Central Ave.

DRUGGISTS

orders for

Resolved thut
supplies of any and all kinds
and for all purposes be made out
on tho regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress provided for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
chalrmon of the auditing committee, or In his absence by thi
artlng chairman; that all bllU
Incurred must be properly vouch-erebefore payment and audited
at any meeting of the auditing
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or In his absence
by the acting chairman
W. 8. HOPRWUM,.
' hah in
hi
R. B. TWITOHKLU
Secretary.
B. SPITZ.
Chairman Audit. Com.
all

CONSOLIDATED

Room

lt:tl
a 7:0
1LC. Bl. .0:10
branch

New afetloo.

Wool, Hides and Pelts
Specially.
AI,BI)QlJIROt7K
liAM VkXiAh

SCIENTIFIC

'

No. 10, Chi., Den.
No. 10 connects at I .amy

Despite the unfavorable weather
conditions, the weekly change of program at the t'rystal received Its usual
attention and the merits of the attractions proved themselves worthy of
It.
Veolette's mental telepathic demonstrations are perhups the most rapid
and baffling of any ever witnessed In
a local theater. The way she rattles
off names of people In the audience
and other facts which she has no wny
of knowing, Is pussling.
Veoiette is assisted by Professor
Old, who moves among the audience
while Veoiette is blindfolded upon the
stage. The work of the mind readers
is remarkable and will likely arouse
much Interest before the week's engagement closes.
Eddie Hlack, the Missouri boy, Is
He tells original
also very clever.
storlea, sings a couple of characteristic songs In the makeup of a conn-tr- y

S

907 South First Street.

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

Plume

From

Interest Before
gagement Closes,

r

PIONEER BAKERY

The Matthew Dairy

W. Gold.

11

gej

should come from this bakery.
That Is If you want the best that
fine flour and skilled baking can
produce. Suppose you have us
send you o loaf or so every
morning for a while unyway. It
will be a change from home baking, a rest for you and a treat
to the entire family.

you have not tried

If

,

122

'

gfgnw.wf

YOUR DAILY BREAD

CALL AND SEE

sale

I

k.

I Standard Plumbing and
dealing Company

rreai the

Much

hum

to yon.

Nothing better made
The new fall styles are
now on sale We are
placing our new clothing

No.
No.
No.
No.

Remarkable Exhibition of Mind
Reading Likely to Arouse

Aveaa

the flntwt thing In the
gas or gasoline
line for
suve. Call and let as show then

and

74,

Albuquerque, New Mexlct

UeU

Have

Albuquerque Lumber Co

North First Street.

G.

let West

0.

10

212 N. Second St
DAVIS & ZEARING

1

I1HBIIIÉII1IIIIIIII

1

nxaouinuMtra. caw

$3.50
$4.00

.

1

jUéssbÍ

he Home ot

for

1616c;

COUNTY

J

Shoe

.

YAVAPAI

I

Price $2.25

hi

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.

-

Walk-Ov- er

,.-.-

.

Ranch Supplies
North First Street
&

oven

lt

Cot-tolen- e.

7

1

The

.

91.

C D Hardware
M5-1-

ABE THE FARM MACIHNF.KY
AND WAGON PEOPLE.

-

-

ft A

WRITE US ABOUT
MACHINERY.

f

.

j,,

JV

X KORBER & CO.

foi-If-

,

THE BEST

IS

,

i

j

FRANK

A. STEPHENS

Aleraraée

mamas

Contractor and Builder
Week Mrletty

asneases ef
Pharmacy, Oat. (laid aM

PTOSS

rrtarsBBSy, Ver.
Broadway

THIRH

STRl

,

MEAT MARKET

slrst-Otae-s

U Heat lasa.

MM All

Kinds of Fresh and Halt
Steam Sausage Factory.
I MIL Kl,l INWOHT
SfiAtiKS
In stock and made to order, lowest Masonic Building, North Third Street
prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Fu
trelle Furniture Co.
ARTHUR E. WALKER
WINDOW

VENICE OF AMERICA

tooMtmrj
Pire Insurance.
Building AssoctaUoa.
PhoM
117 H West Oratral Avena.

Finest Hench Itesort In the World
Bathing, Boatlag, Fishing, Dancing dally, free loncrta, te.
NOTIOn,
vinar and Bungalows clean, cool
ARE TOU OOINÜ TO EL PASO TO
and complete, $17. 50 to tSb 00 per VISIT OR TO SHOP? IF SO, THE
Apply Villa Offlos, Venice, t.lt M CENTRAL HOTEL 18 THE
month.
California.
PLACE 1X1 STOP. IN THE HEART
ol EVERYTHING. WUR BLOCK H
RATES
I'ltOM UNION STATION.
.VJC TO $2.00.
NOTICE OF BALE.
El 'HOPEAN PI,AN.
I
I
VI
It
:r CARS PASS TO ANI FROM
FOR SAI JC All the property of the
Alhuqiierque-rCalanci- a
Automobile Co., DEPOT. W. M. M'OOY, PROPRIE,
. .
4
TOR.
Iik'liiilliig two
Dolsoa
rara, first class condition. Also ot
four-cylind- er

lot tOOlS.
OTTO ntKCKMANlf,

Trustee.
Porch swings, M.M.
Planing Mill

Albuquerque

RESULTS!
RESULTSI
a Morning Journal Want!

Try

THE ALBUQUERQUE

6
prlee and remark
The tatlstlc
Europeans by our girl and young
women, who are accepted as the
health:, si people tu be found In the
world.
And thi I especially Important In view of the fart that the coming mothers of American are to be
Co.
the paramount Influence In determinFraldnt ing the quality of the republic's future
cltitenshlp. It la good new when we
Citr Kdltor

Oh Albiqitrqit

morning journal
pabiuhad by th

Journal Publishing
A. MAi'PHBnao.V
W. a. Bt
M. B HKNINtl
D. a. BOl't HfcK

O
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BRWrad
oetefftca at

4

Cmpm

Bulna

at tlM

(UN maMar

HCW4

N

uf Mar.

Manager

h

M

I. H71.

aar

THE aUKNlMI JOl'KNAL M TUB
LBAIMNU BEI'I 'Bl.lt AN l'íl'KR OTT NEW
THK rKIM'IM.Rg
MaTaHO. HI
or THK KKKIHI.KANI PAKTV AIX THK
sr.- TIME, AM' THK Ml mum
AH II
rVBXJUAM
iise.i
KIUMT.

ur tub
sum

r

untr

nary

aaaad

lba

urf atkar miwr la
The ualj paper la New Maslea
oar la tb laar.

rlrruiatlon

Maw Maii.--

Murrias jeiirasl tu a blaner
ratina thaa la rroraail la aay
paper la Albauaaraee or aay otoet
tar
ally ra Naw Maileo." The Amaniata Nawa- Illrarlory.
"Th

BWOR.N CIHCl l.AHON.
Territory of New Mcxi. ..
County of Bernalillo. aa.
P. 8. Boucher, appearing before
and brat clng duly sworn,
declares and says that he Is bulnes-manage- r
of The Journal Publlahlne:
Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and that during the month of
April. 190H. an average of 4,461 eopl
Of The Albuquerque Morning Journal
rare printed and circulated each div.
(Signed) D S. BOCCHKK.
Business Manager.
i7orn and subscribed to before ne,
a notary publ. In and for the tern
tory aad county aforesaid, this llth
day of May, 1908.

(8ignd)

t

H. N PACKF.BT,

Notary Public.

or

at HWRirrioN.

i: it
Daily, by carrier, .am month
Kali) by mall, una nv.nlh
mm

AlHiqUKKgt'K

- NKW Ml

-

POPIXAR

THK

M

PRIM

MHI

KY.

A close
f'1 Si " ' Of 'meiP an politic
rash
declares: "It would nut be
prophet who would foresee the day
when a nation wide, popular primary
day. miiiu- time In May. might decide
Die Candidates Of the republican party
and a similar one a few weeks Inter
those of the democratic, and then the
would offer a
November election
choice between the two sets thus chospinparatlvely short
en. It would be
step from present conditions to such
Wisconsin chose its
an arrangement
di p gates to up republic! yi eunvention
In thi- - wuy
Tin popular primary Is
bringing a different type of public men
In a
to the front and It will
style of leglelatioa. it i. a part
of the tide of tadlcullsm "
-

Mill

THE HETTEH

lV

The New Vork H raid, which is gen
rally regarded as the greatest new
gatherer In the world, publishes re
ports from Its army of corresponde it ,
representing every nool; and corner ol
the United States, and with but v n
exceptions they te.ll of con. II' h

II S

iffiivnam

greater when

I SUBI!

we learned thnt he had
actually bought it. We feel the dis-- 1
grace more keenly on account of Bro
Parker having once been a member of
the newspaper fraternity. Midland
(Tex.) Examinen

'

SALOON

acres land, north 7 miles $150
acres. 2 miles out, partly cultivated and orchard. Will aell 10
Or IS

What He's Shy Of.
Tom Watson announced himself
"the shyest of men." but he does not
aay of what. Just now he seems shyj
eat of a following. Blsbee Review.

Ai

FOR SALE
26

acres

$3700

aerea sandy loam land, 4 mile
north. $80 per acre.
BOMH STOCK RANCH.
8 miles south, 140 acres, fine 7
room house. Big corral, all fenced
under ditch. Treea. Lands trlb
tary for lflOO sheep. Price $160
All these lands good Boil and under ditch.
2 5

Canvass

rested Here on Advices
From Belen Admits Breaking Tills Is Poor ( ?
The recent heavy rains over differ- Jail But Claims to 6e Peaceent sections of the country ha filled
able Ranchman,
the Little Colorado river with BWtft

Man

Shoes

)

surprises. One hour there will hard'
RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND
ly be water enough to, swim a duck
V. X. Mandell was arrested yesterCOMPANY
and the very next hour it will be so
day afternoon by Chief .,f Police
JOHN ItOltK ADAll.K. Agent.
high that a crow will hesitate before
Office Third ami (iold Ave.
and Assistant Marshal Harry trying to fly over It. Hrdbrook Argus.
Should we not have what you want
Cooper, on advice received from the
can procure it.
War Against Consumption
district attorney at Balen. Mandell
to
All nations are endeavoring
was urn Med in Belefl several days ago
the!
oí suspicion oi having been implicated check the ravages of consumption,many
Everything may come to ltlm who
in the robbery of Coxti saloon at thai "white plague" that claims so
THE MOBi: SRNHIBLE WAV
place lust Sunday ulglit
He managed victims each year. Foley's Honey and vvuits for It, but It will come n good
to escape ft om the Be.'eti jail before Tar cures roughs and colds perfectly deal quicker If you go and get It.
In these plilng times of peace the m. muid be given n prellir mar" hear- -' and you are In no danger of consump- Come to om store and select B pair
i .
our itainiy, com i uuvaa www at
.Mandell admits that he m iped torn. Un not nss your neann u
phltBOwn preparation wnen oxfords, and gel lots of style and
even In the presidential cfimpalgn. tind from the Helen officers, but rle7.iaa TO W
I
AmerPun ..ui.an. n,uv ,v..n fcei .rut.! that be had nnv band lii rohhlnir the Foley's Honey and Tar Is safe and cer-'- t Wear besides genuine foot Comfort.
We have still a good assort merit of
lain in results, J. H. O RIelly : Co.
Ifled over the fact that there Is at saloon.
you
sizes and you can get what
...
i
i
After In Iiilt arrested ....here veitefd.'iv I
... i
e
............ ......
.
... ., , v ....,,., hi,.- ,.rlce
.
Pios.e,i ......
m. ....... BaJaX
w.ni
...
........
.wot
.........
tile man was put uiroiign an examina- '!
In
Oi. t..
,.11. ....Ml).,,.
'
n
10.ene
straining
"hlc.igo,
July
. .ast. sun. nv Hon by filler McMIIIH..
Mandell'
ir
fJaiVaS bllOeS
,.. ....,..
.... Mpp'o
more civ 7. mauiiii'
...
aBaafHBBBBaHHaaaBVMtHataaaVflHaW
.
j. - ii.sueo .... ju.m-.-7.,
llvins "iueclaims. thnt he Isa ranclinian.
n
(1
3) I .DU.
......
his
Chairman Hitchcock, with two of ,'
, Severn and Humphrey, in the fader- i court
a Cincinnati, penting
assoi latea on the republican national 11,000 head of sheep In the Mesilla
Men's Gray Canvas Oxtords
We have everything you
committee, i ailed upon the democratic valley. He also snid that he sold n government from enforcing that por- ordering
$1.01).
pur:law
food
Of
need for preserving.
.
the
lion
a
exchang
t
resident,
man named
candidate for
and
large amount of wool
Gray
Shoes
Women's
Canvas
ed pleasantries and personal compli- - Illenmari. In Rl roso, on July ülth. re. .lismicrs to i";-'.r:;";;;'
tip
"spirits,
THE BEST FRUIT.
cetVIng It.lW for It He started r..r cphol
manta
!j .OlJ.
practice, stands, according to a ruling
vrot
but
With
the
nion.y
AlbUOUafaite
RMnMI.UawaU
aya,
A. the l'hicu..
EVERY MORNING
FRESH
United
in
the
by
fíyfnrHí
judge Kohuart
Wnmnn's firav Hanuas
He stayed in
this incident
today.
not to be Iraatad with off the train tit Helen.
lieie
Circuit
court
States
n
add,
cut-odays
town tor two
All sizes of Fruit Jars, Jelly
overmuch solemnity, but It will make! the
P I .JJ IU
cording to his own story, spent $L'00
an agreeable Impression everywhere'
OxWomen's White Canvas
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers.
there. He wns then arie te.! on n
a common i:ki:ok.
and discourage tin
iharge 6f robbing a saloon. He ea- to
fords
$1.50
$2.00.
stump orator, who claimed all the vlr- - caped, how.-verTHE VERY BEST CANE
'non the custody of The Slime llstake Is Made by Man)
Albuquerque People.
tu.s and blessings for his candidate (he officers and came to A!nuuUeTtU
SUGAR.
and Imputed all the heresies and po- with $900 In cash. Wfieri ar.sti d h
li's a common error
litical vices to that oí the rival party. had but a collide of dollars on hi
aching
back.
To plaster tho
Mr. Hitchcock may have had In person
theumatl
To rub with liniments
. . ..... naya ...... . ' .....I ..... !.,.,,,
anuen
Joints,
hw
mind Shakespeare'! words about the!
:l y""r Mn'
mu,
comes
from the
h
trouble
When the
"adversarles m law." who "strive ""' rróm.ta
kidneys,
to A l.il'i uei lie to navega
Mine
mightily.
but eat
and drink as time. He
Moan's Kidney Pills cute all kidney
.xlcatcd
win In n sieml-ln- t
friends." The candidates and manag- condition when arrdatfd and looks as Ills,
Boarding and Day School
And nre endorsed by Albuquerqu"
ers will and must strive mightily, but If h had been bavlnr? too much of a
that need not prVenl them from good time. Owing to the fact that citizens.
For Young Ladies
h;d. A. RelHV. living Kt'SU W. Fruit
treating one another as friends and Mandell hnd such,, a (targe sum of avenue, Albuquerque, N. M, says:
and Misses.
neighbor) and patriotic fellow citizens. money In his possession and that he "For pain In the back or any trou514 West Central Ave.
In charge of Sisters of
For invective, rancor, offensive per- was spending It in such a free and bles which arise from Irrlgulnrity or
Is, In my opinion.
kidneys
n UUthorltlea
the
there
manner,
Bali
nasv
the
tin-rdeIs no
"effective
sonalities
Charity. For particulars,
Phone 72.
In some TOaylño medlcide equal to Uoan's Kidney
mand" In the campaign of tills year of uspected that he vyiis
was
remedy
of
this
Pills.
value
The
robSuperior,
V.
Sister
address
connected with the
grace.
first proven to me about a year ago
nt French, which occurred twn when they so quickly relieved mo Of
and New York Ave.,
Sixth
NEW LUMBER YARD.
After all' adds our Chicago contem- bery
months ago, and in win. n the expiessi
of nalns across mv loin
porary, the general Issue, In a nut- company was relieved of a package of Sjni.(,attack
Albuquerque, New Mex- (h(M) j nave scarceely been
shell, is which of the tickets and parlout them und they have never failed
We wish to thank the public for
valued M J3r., OOO.
ihe patronage extended to us, and
ties will most consistently and reason- An nffleer arrived from Helen ye-- - to give the desired results. My advice
or uaeitacne o:
leslre to state that we have opened
ably continue the progressive policies terdav and will take Mandell lun'k to (C all complaining
.
ls to tillo
up a new lumber yard In connection
i
.....i,
t.oen for a orelln.l'iarv fault With the kidneysThey
n
your
accounts,
wwu
"No .vlth our
are What
mill business, where we will
man's Kidney Pills.
).tn UaAneal hear'nnr on a charge of robbing a sa .......
nlailaMii i ,.,i,
eaerv n full linn nf all kinds nt lumber.
.,r(, r. 'C. iiiiinep.li. d .. lie anil a. juogmenis 10 us mm cone., ion.
are In sympathy with the spirit of the! I"""(trial is all that is needed to prove collection, no charge. We also buy Including Texas flooring, flnish lum- ('..lie-lionmade ag.nnsi ber, lath and shingles, and every.tins."
.lanes
times. Never was there a i.oii..,.!
Price M ra,.oad. men anywhere in the United thing to be found in a well equipped
P,ir snlf' W u" dealer.
MOTION FOR RFHFAR Nfi
chance for good feeling and swe.
Buffalo,
Co.,
yard, and would ask you to give us a
IToíterllUbarB
canta
i't ites.
Wl He UM at on. e.
onableneaa In urging the respective
chance to figure with you, and aa we
nnL" f,,r ih" Un,tH; TIKiS. II & VEKNB I. EDWARDS, are
IN STANDARD OIL CASE
sure we can save you money.
States.
claims of the parlies and tickets on
f'.lbraltnr liiillding.
Superior laimber and Mill Co.,
Doan's and
Kemember the
the Intelligent voters of the country.
Kansas City, Mo.
1
South First Street.
no other.
Chicago, .Inly :i0 District Attorney
assisthis
llrst
M.
Sims
and
Edwin
Some of the folks in western Kantosas are surprised that a number of ant. James If. Wllkcron. returned
ronfereirtfe with Attorday
their
from
college boys from the east were able ney
Oeheral Bonaparte on the governto last through the harvest and do as ment case against the Standard Oil
good work as oilier kinds of harvest company of Indiana and began prepahands. Like Individuals of very sort ration of a motion for a rehearing by
and ditas, college boys of the right the court of appeals which set aside
kin. i give a creditable accounting of Judge Landt' Une oí . 9. '.MO, 00(1.
thi Rafearte no matter what stution of
Delay In commencing treatment for
life they are placed In. They can
could have
handle a pitchfork quite as niflily as a slight Irregularity that
by Foley's Kidney
quickly
beetl
cured
Ice
curry
arrow Remedy muy
a plate ol
they can
result in a serious kidney
Topeka Htate disease. Foley' Kidney Remedy builds
a glassy ballroom floor.
Journal.
up the worn out tissues and strengthens these organs. Commence taking
The Philadelphia Press ro.'unls it lis It today. J. H. O'ltlelly and oC:
'Xtremely fitting, under nil the el.
eumstnnec-s- ,
thnt till government s
first great forest reserve should be
nannd the Cleveland National forest.
Presiden! RooeeveH'a letter on that
subject to Mrs. Cleveland does credit
alike tu his head and his heart, li is
a generous und Just tribute to the man
whose sturdy independence and
vision gave the national for- l ilt sale.
Word cuines from Paris that James
est reserve movement its first subDON'T let your printing bother you! Make it
II. Hyde celebrated the Fourth ..r
stantial fruit.
July by riding about in an automoa source of profit let it represent you Your
decorated with American (lags.
The gentle hint which we gave the bile
He probably had reasons .for feeling
business demands the BEST printing We do
we.it her department yesterday morn- sure that the Americans In Purls
only that kind of printing.
ing, to the effect that ii was giving us were not rare. Tucaon citizen.
good
more
than
promise
deal
If your printing is costing you too much
I
had Its effect, and yesterday The Wrong Key.
money if you have had delays in the deA lady has written a popular song
afternoon We were treated to a real
livery of your orders if you are not satisfied with the
pour-dowIt puye to entitled "How to Keep g. Husband."
It i: not likely to appeal very strongly
advertise.
"other fellow" We wan't you to either phone us or call
to tli" members ol N'.w York's smart
at our office and see what we CAN and WILL do.
set. Tucson Citizen.
I
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ACADEMY

A. J. Maloy

HHtch Would seem to leUVe llo doub III
the mind of any reasonable man, that
tie- bounding prosperity
Which U 'K
leave of absence lost full Is n . giving v. ry encouraging evideie e of a
peeiiy return
Tin- Herald retUgntr.ci
the fact that the harvests are ('.'' tne
liasls of prosperity in this Country, and
hence it lid diets that with the tullill-hnn- t
of their present brilliant prom-is- .,
the foundation will be laid for a
the restoration of the industrial ami com-

,.....',.,.

y

1

-

501-52-

mercial activity Interrupted by the
panic of last autumn.
Much depends upon sentiment, and
the Herald's special dispatches from
every part of the country show that
the Ametb an people are cheerful and
encouraged by the considerante recovery (but bus already been made und
are confident of a restoration of the
full tide of prosperity in the not distant future
The production of Iron and steel
furnishes the basis of a host of other
Industries, und therefore there Is special encOuiajtrmenl in the recent staging up of Idle plunts and the
of many thousands of open
Uvea,
It Is true thnt as yet the gre.:'
fjnlted Slates Steel Corporation Is uti
combined, and alt'-a.the projects Irating to but little more than hatf
are providing homes for hundreds of the enormous capacity of Its mills, leii
families on terms lb.it may be consid the total output is steadily Increasing.
ered favorable both for them and thi
Ill the railway situation, also, there
government.
Is at least fair promise of Improve
Under the reclamation law the re- ment
In th.ir present situation the
.' Ipls from the sales of public lands'
Is are between the devil and the
In the states named are set aside as thi- leep sell
l hey
must either reduce
rd Lunation fund, which Is used by waves front In., htirl. lev. to .etiiel.
tin aerretary of the Interior, to carry they were advanced durlngnhc "boom"
out the purposes of the service, so that In the early part of last year, or they
fever) acre that Is reclaimed and posse
tfltUI advance their charges for transInto private ownership
provides the portation of goods.
As Mr. Itlple
means whereby to rescue another acre put It. n few days ago, "the presen!
from the desert, for the benefit of an- situation Is Impossible," and hence it
The law permits Is gratifying to note that many Imother home-seeke- r.
uf ulloimcnta of not less than forty pel i. nit shippers are now proclaiming
and the limit Ih'lr willingness to have freights ador more than ISO
Important Announcement
of ar.-is decided by the secretary of vanced.
i
Tin y know that
UnWe wish to announce to our friend
Interior within these bounds and of tlx population Is directly depend
and customers, that on and after the
represents the a.reuge which, In his ent upon the rnltwuys for subsisten.
.....
ur.. u;il ....it -n
"
opinion may be reasonably required and a further larg. per. Milage uponi""" .1..., I A,
w
pon
,
"on
i'i.g our
ti'
business
for the'suppori of a family. He also the subsidiary
Industries and thev
on n CASH PiAtfLS.
determines the charges to be paid In ful thai if the railways can be re store
four years of faithful effort
After
annual Installments, nut exceeding ten, stored to full employing and purchas- to treat our customers fairly und. r
by the entry man to the government, ing power the whole country will With the old credit syetcni, we have decidand the charge Is to be fixed "with a them resume the full tide of prosp." ed that modern method
and the
vbw to returning to the reclamation Ity.
present day keen competition nmlt" a
fund the estimated cost of the
The views of men eminent In ev- -r
ensh basis the most desirable from
all pollita of view.
of the project."
field of Industrial and commercial a
The n.i t salient fact In the old yr
The Immediate effects of his work tlvlty show that n marked improve
are to be seen In New Mexico In the ment has already occurred In all Une. tern I thla; that ..art of our customany thousands of new settlers who They also reflect undiminished ener- mers pay cash for Ihelr supplies and
the rest get them at the name Bfii
are even now building for themselves gy and universal conviction that with miiiI
In addition, get the use of pur
comfortable homer upon the erstwhile the crops secured and the president i, money from thirty to ninety djya or
by
election disposed of, we shall have u longer. No merchant, with n big In
deeert ncres of this territory, and
an,
the other thousands who prove their return of the prosperous conditions vestment In stock und p.rhiipa
L
ml l.tictftm,...! ll,. .1., In
i. .V
Intention of doing likewise by their wiilch prevailed throughout Ihe councounts, can sell hi merchandlae on
earnest letters of Inquiry with which try up to less than a year ago.
as close a margin a the cash mer
our Immigration authorities are .tally
chant, who doe a much or more
deluged.
I
THE MOVING ol MOUNT AINU.
buslnc on half the Investment.
enparties
great
political
the
Both
Uther Important point nru thege:
dorse the policy of the reclamation of
comThe Hook tell us that if we have
la not
The eah merchant
our arid lands by the national gov faith as h grain of mustard seed we ran pelled to add to the price of hla good
ernment, whb'h serves to assure the
command a mountain to he removed Ihe nmount he loses In bud accounts.
people thnt there Is to he no discon mid cast Into the sea, und It will obey.
The rash merchant oan frequently
tinuance of the work till the whole uf The digging of the Panama canal Is a pick up ware thrown onto the marour arid empire Is made fit to furnish mutter of moving mountain. Hut ket at a aaerlflce and turn them over
to hi cuatomer at a small margin
homes for our clt liens
Cncle Ham had the faith and. for- of profit, which the credit merchant
tunately, he also had the team nov- could not handle and charge up on
el, and the Culebra mountain Is being hi book.
THK HRAI.THIKH KKX.
cast Into the ea The condition at
Nor doe the cash merchant find It
In
profit
f the female the hlg cut are thu deacrlbed In the neceeaary to hold up hla
In apea king
giving hi
f the human family, we aay Canal Record, the official weekly pub- meeting competition, by
cuatomert. cheaper good.
leer sex." we Imply a degree lished by the commlaalon:
Thanking our friends for past pa"It la not the Intention lo criticise
science
Hut
al Inferiority.
tronage and determined to have
unfavorably
la
the
by
ell
work
the
thi
done
that
rated
list
DKAL for all under our
In feet, among engineer 8QUARB
id we shall have to revlae our French.
eyetem, we remain.
new
v. The ulatrk-- t government and others who have en what they
Tours very truly,
gton ha found by scientific aceompllahed and who reallxe the THK MONARCH (IROi'KRT COMi
PANY,
Iris are healthier than great difficulties with which they had
By Hay D. Steveneon, Pre
xcltea sur- - to contend In their preliminary work
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Holv men of old p'e.lleted that
time would come when the wilderness
would be made to blossom as the rose,
but thai tin- des. it should he transformed Into gardens, was a miracle too
great to be compassed by the faith of
even the prophets
American energy,
however, has worked the miracle, and
U repeating It on a grand scale. The
reclamation projects of the national
government which ar- - now in prog-reaextend to leven states and
home terrltoi e and will reclaim
two million-- , of acres which, with
thus to be supplied, will rank
This
with the most fertile on earth
la but a very small part of the desert
domain, but If It were brought togetb- ei It would make a st.it. nearly as
(..rge as Delawar.- and Rhode Island

FRIDAY, JULY

'

dlf-lere-

l

WOltKIM.

hear that they have health.
Hlologlsts aMMtlatoa venture u guess
that nature, among Its efforts to
strengthen Its creator
tends to give
superior functional heulth to the fe- male, who is the mother and the care- taker of the young among all animáis
If that Is the natural law, nature's
must be acknowledged A
rea- more prosaic and
on for the statistics of the District of-- I
rieláis is analogous to tne reason which
explain the greater number of women
In a people of many wars.
The male
takes the risks of war. and falls before
In peaceful life
whu pun and disease.
the hoy Is exposed to Infinite hazards,
and tlie gill Is protected from many
energies.
boy Is constantly
The
tempting Injury from unwise exertion.
M. challenges in cident
In his excursions and adventures he eats and
drinks any thing he comes across. He
Is prone to be silent
about hurt"
al hel and fatigues
The physician he
esteems a foe; maternal mlnlstrattoM
he content na, The girl is guarded and
is guardable,
The earliest warning
Of disease are heard and attended to.
She should he the healthiest luiiinal
III the world, because she has the best
care The District of Columbia boys
show special weaknes in lungs and
heart; points of attack for bad
cureless wandering and Im
Boys
moderate exertion.
and girls
alike need nil the hygienic precautions
that science can devise; the nation
needs their health; but If mankind
and the commonwealth need health In
one more than In the other It la In the
future mothers of citizen
Whether
by nature's law
or by the circumstances of existence, it s good that
iriils are nund and strong.

cord with the Impression ma..'e upon
It Is the consensus of opinion that thcyj
who were on the isthmus deserve a:
great deul of praise. They have made
the work easier for those who are
completing It. When the American!
took
charge on May 4. lf4. the
French, with the old excavators small
lump cars and Belgian engines, were
taking out about 33,000 ruble yards
per month, or about Jo per cent less
than Is nuw being taken out in a single
day; but the Americans with the same
equipment arcompllxhed no more than
the French
Modern equipment In
track, rolling stock and steam liovel.
and modern methods of transportation.
all brought up to the maximum
clency a year ago. are responsible for
the present progress and have made
it possible to calculate with some de- grce of accuracy when the Puna urn
canal will be completed."
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What the Editors
of the Southwest
Are Saying
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You can obviate all possibility of delay or dissatis-

one-twel- f.

I

HAVE
YOU ANY PRINTING
TROUBLES

Coiup'i'te Oiitbls.
H. H Scorse and Q. It. CJarriner untile happy possessor ..f new buggies.
A silk hat and a spotted dog go with
inch of the new ill's and lire exiled id on the fir."! train. Holbrook Argus
--

flood Thing to Item, nils r.
While you are being worked

up to
fever heut over politics don't lone sight
n the fa.: that a Me Irrigation congrí ss Is to be he'd In AlbuqU.rqlie
. verythi.ig
connected with
tins lull
in the llnest of
It Is moving along
shape. Denting ilraphi?.
shocking.
A
preacher with an automobile Is
almost as bud as an editor with one.
so that It was With a diock of pained
surprise that we noted Rev. A. C Parker skimming around In the Utile red
gas wagon formerly owned by R. U
Out erlef became even
Slaiinhter.

':

TAKE A
PLUNGE
in

thi:

SWIMMING POOL
504

N.

FIRST ST

OPEN DAILY
TEN TO TEN
Try

a Morning Journal Want!

faction by having us print your Letter Heads, Bill Heads,
Envelopes, Cards, Record Sheets, Sale Sheets, Memo
Sheets, Credit Slips, Sale Books, ,Loose Leaf Sheets
Card System forms, in fact everything for the office.
Also Briefs, Abstracts, Legal Forms of all kinds, Mining
Forms, Railroad Forms, Booklets, Pamphlets, Folders,
Coupon Books, Tickets, Window Cards, Circulars, Posters, Hangers, etc., etc.
We can furnish you with ideas and designs for special advertising matter, and do the printing of ANYTHING you want or could possibly need, no matter what
See us or phone us before you place your orders for
Printing and you will find you have made a good investment by having us do your work.
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ThuB
the sinister
influence
of
New Tork ruined the good principles
of one more worker, and now tha
(he scandal of her tipping habit hH
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MANY VESSELS LOST FIRST COTTON

leaked out her acquaintances
fear
that the woman whose ineome la several thousand dollars a day may yet
throw all prudence to the wind and
hire a cab some rainy morning.

OFF STORM SWEPT

31, 1908.

BALE GR00KE0

GOES TO SWELL

STAND

CLERK ON
ADMITS

Just what New York's canine and
LI
BRYAN FUND
feline population amounts to has long
been a matter of dispute. It has been
estimated however that there are no
less than one million dogs and five
"
Unlllion cats in the city, an estimate Governor of New Foundland, Fleecy Staple Shipped
From Forgery, Accepting Bribes audi
VEGETATION DUE TO
by the way which many persons who
VANISH, EXPERTS SAY have been kept awake bj barking
Fears for Whose Safety Weie
Savannah to Tammany Hall Destroying Public Recordsl
and yowling consider foolishly small.
Entertained, Turns Up Safe to Be Auctioned Off by
Incidents in Career of Indian-- !
It now seems, however, as a matter
City Too Poor to Pay for New of cold figures that this estimate
on Northern Inlet,
apolis Court Recorder,
Is too low for while no census of the
Soil, May Be Forced to Sell living has been taken, figures have
been compiled on the number of cats
MoralDK
Boartal laaaaS Wire I Bv Morning Journal Kplsl I.aiurd Wlre.l (By Mnralng Journal Sbmi rauard Wlra.)
Breathing Space for Building and dogs, which as strays, have been Br8t. Johns, Journal
N. F.. July 30. Sir WilSavannah. Oa.. July 10. The first
Indianapolis. July 3l - Sensational!
destroyed In the city since the first liam McGregor, governor of New hah- of "factors cotton." or that
evidence was given today in the case
Lots.
Of the state vs John McCregor. counM the year. For this period the total Foundland, concerning whose safety
In the ordinary course of busireaches more than 77,000, which even much anxiety has been felt sine to ws ness for this season was bought today ty commissioner, who is charged with
ftpclal orreapowtomr Moralns lournnl though It has to do only with waifs was received of the terrific storm at the Savannah exchange by Murray accepting a bribe in connection with
which swept the coast of Labrador on M, Stewart for the Bryan Democratic the installation of new boilers In thei
New York. July 28. New York, and strays, and takes no consideration
at Domino Port) club. It was Immediately compressed, county power house. Kmmett S. Hogof
more
if, Tuesday, is safe
the
pets,
fortunate
now
reached,
finds
with Its debt limit
nearly twice the human death rate. Southern labrador.
placarded and shipped to Charles F. gins, who declares he was In the deal
itself confronted by the unpleasant nc. During the month of June no less
The Fions rude i.iii the storm el Murphy, leader of Tammany hall. New with McUregor. and upon whose testi-- ;
cesslty of raising $2,GOO,flo6 or else ifhan 21,086 stray dogs and cats wi re Rlgoulette, which Is well Inside Ham- York. The placard announces that it mony the latter was Indicted testified'
this afternoon In the Marion Count? I
seeing Its famous Central Park reduc- ('seized, . gathered and collected," as ilton Inlet, despite the comparatively Is tile lirst hale and concludes:
"As surely as cotton Is grown Hryan criminal court that he had acted as
Nearly twenty the language of the report has It, an sheltered position of the cruiser there
ed to a dust heap.
the
and had paid McCreg-Increase of 11,454 over June, 1907. tit ofliclals report that they had I will he elected president."
years ago the importance of this prob- .During that year more than 100.800
of a sum amounting
to
The bale Is to he auctioned off In Or MjOOD
of fnilrl experience.
lem was brought to light and disre- these animals were destroyed while
Before the cruiser left llignulctte Tammany hall and the proceeds will $3. SOU, and he had received from the
Atlas Knglne works, of Indianapolis,
garded. Since then matters have been tho total this year promises to nearly news was reeled f havoc along the be added to the Bryan fund.
which company hail been awarded the
getting more and more serious until double the number. During the last rortheii, coast and Q'averapr Mctlre-contract for the boilers. The contract
Up WARRANTSlsSUED FOR
fourteen years 1,200,000 stray dogs
r decided to go to the district.
today the city finds Itself In danger and cats have been "humanely dis- to dati twenty-thie- f
price was 121.331.
vessels hive been
KENTUCKY BANKERS! Hugglns. while on the stand, also
of losing its greatest spot of natural posed of," 400,000 of the former and reported wrecked and three men have
Confessed to over fifty forgeries while
beauty, as well as its greatest breath- '800,000 of the latter.
From these d rowned.
acting as clerk of the county com.
ing spot. For years It has been In figures It would seem that the feline
30.
Owensboro, Ky , July
Warrants missioners' nourt. He admitted empopulation is twice the canine, but as
for the arrest of bezzling S)000 from Marlon county
have been Issued
creasingly difficult to ' continue the
matter of (act, It Is mote than Ike
h. Parrish, president oi the de- by means of false warrants, lie furWELCOMED .lames
growth Of Irces, shrubs, flowers and times greater. Tabby s a much more HISGEN
and ther testified to having entered the
funct Owensboro Savings Bank
grass. Not In forty-nln- o
years, that dlflicult animal to catch than Fido.
Trust conipailv; tills Parrish. cashier. court house at night time and stealing
Is, since 1859, has the soil been re- ,Taklng all these various figures
Into
mil I. 1. Parrish, trustee of the sanie various county records to cover up his
newed or adequately treated. As a re- (consideration It is not an extreme esis cnargcii misdeeds, and to having them burned
concern.
.lames I'arrisn
sult li has just come to the point timate which gives Greater New York,
8Y NEIGHBORS
with the embezzlement at $7 000 of In order to destroy any possible eviwhere all vegetation is due to dis Kin lis metropolitan district. .000.000
the hank's funds: Otis Parrish with dence against him.
appear. So long has all consideration cats and 1,500,000 dogs a very rehaving sworn to a false statement of
Arthur W. Wlleutts salesman for
of this matter been sidetracked that markable population.
tlic condition of tile bunk, and I 1. the Atlas Knglne works, followed Huk-gtn- i
nothing short of herolo treatment can
with having made a false enon the stand ami admitted the
West Springfield Honors Citi- Parrish.
keep this wonderful park from detry of 10.000,
payment Of $3.xmi to Hugglns to he
The famous bar of tho now almost
generating into an eyesore bare of all dtSnolished
par-rleIt is charged that Janes li
used by the latter in paying "commiszen Nominated for President
vegetation. Ordinary methods will Watch more Fifth avenue hold, over
caused his son, Norman Parrish, sions to the county commissioners."
not suffice to save it, experts assert, ed to more famous drinks were servto make
fa'se entry of 140,0(10.
on Independence Ticket,
famous men than over any
the soil being too far impoverished. lother in the
Novelist May Loae Eyesight.
g to enter a
country,
Treatment never before undertaken new service, mid
30.
Wash., July
Reax
Seattle.
Broadway
is
to
have
Illy Morning Journal Soaclal Lanaad Wire.
will huve to be resorted to, for so ex- a new
Beach, tlic novelist and playwright
sensation. That sensation Is
Sprlnglleld. Mass.. July 30. Thomas MURDER
hausted is the soil at the present that to be the
who has Just returned from a bear
opening of a bar In the
practically nothing could be raised on .center of the
L. Hisgen. ol West Sprlnglleld, nomihunting trip in Alaska Is confined In
Tenderloin
over
which
It. This, in Itself, is serious enough, only temperance
a local hospital under the care of an
nee of the independence party for
drinks
will
be
sold.
but in addition (here is the (juration The bar
eye specialist with a serious ease of
itself la to b the Mill, w hi. h president t the United States, arrived
as to the manner in which Father for more
iritis which It Is feared may result
than half a century did ser- in (Ills city from Chicago today. Upon
Knckerbocker is to raise the money vice in
in the permanent loss of sight.
The
old
hotel, and the ma- his arrival he was greeted by several
necessary to save his park. With his hogany the
affection resulted from exposure while
over
which
the
country's
most
of
escorthundred
his
townsmen
who
borrowing capacity exhausted the
hunting in the Copper river country.
men have at various times ed him to the (own
hall in West
problem Is extremely serious. Indeed prominent
taken their favorite tipples will now Springfield, where he was tendered an Identity of Charred and MutiBalloon Stands Heavy Fire,
real estate men who have prophesied know nothing
stronger than Ice cream ovation unparalelled in the hlstorj of
Magdeburg July 30.- - The army tothat sooner or later the park would be poda wator. Shades
of President Arlated Corpse Found in Brook- day made experiments in shooting al
the town. The nietin of the citizens
cut up into building lots .see in the thur, Itoscoe
Conkling, even Richard in his honor was thoroughly non-pa- r
a captive balloon at a distance of two
present situation the likelihood of an
lyn Remains Unsolved,
i'roker, and many others, will groan tisan and purely a persnnal tribute to
Although It wits
miles.
and one-haearly fulfillment of their prophesy.
n dismay. All the fixtures of
the
Mr. Hisgen.
Mr. Hisgen was accotn
struck thirty times, the balloon did not
old bar
been purchased panted by
collapse.
committee of the MajM
ll.r Morning Journtil Nuerlnl I pnr,( tVire.l
Poor Hetty Green is now reaping for the opening have
of
the
new and novel ehuaetti delegation to the convention.
New York, July 30. That at least
(he financial whirlwind.
Her brief "soft drink emporium." Kven
Is-I,
Healer a Suicide.
.r Previous to the meeting, which was tWQ nirn "ere concerned In the mursojourn In one of New York's most the old
benches which occupied a fa- addressed by delegates to the conven- der of the Unidentified woman whose
Dayton. Ohio, July 30. Frank
expensive hotels has gotten In Its
mous nook In the old hotel will he tion and Mr. Hisgen himself, the part) half charred anil
body
owner o the Kalon laim
work and undermined the fi- present with a sign
was found In the Oreerinolnt avenue her company, committed Sillclde last
above
It
reading
through
parade,)
thoroughthe
main
nancial training of yeurs. For now, "Amen Corner," so
that old timers fares of Sprlnglleld and West Sprlng dumping ground in WUilamsburg. night at liatón by wading Into the
alas. Hetty AmerlcaX-ttiwiUilesw- may feel thoroughly at home so far as lleld.
morning, middle of a cree and firing a bullet
Mrs. Hisgen rode with her hus Brookbjna--i early yesterday
omanactually gives tips and that to the fittings are concerned.
Into the roof of his month.
Was established today b) the police
But Such band
the astonishing amount of nearly four or the old guard
Phillip O'Brien,
laborer of Green-pnlndollars a week. It is even Whispered est political centerof the city's greatsaw a covered wagon driven lo
that she now spend nearly a thous- their heads sadly atas are left shake SALE OF PROVIDENT CO,
the dump at dawn yesterday.
Two
Idea
the
of
un
andth part of her Income. In two Amen Corner
hv matinee
NOT YET CONSUMMATED men got out and lifted from the wagon
brief months she has thrown aside girls drinking surrounded
what the witness supposed to be only
Ice cream sodus.
The
the economy of years. On the first pld
an old mattress. He saw the men pile
may go with the baiday of May she was living In a $19 lo Itstraditions
New Vork, July 10, The recent re- a heap of brush on the mattress pour
new
a month flat In Hoboken. with all that the oldhome, but It Is a safe bel port that a sale of the Provident Sav- nil over h. and then set fire to
the
politicians
will
not.
WILL OPEN ON
other expenses limited to $9 a week.
Believing the mattress was
ings Life Assurance society's stock had bundle.
Four weeks Utter the money spendbeing
destroyed because it was disease
If President Roosevelt is correct in been consummated was characterized
ing madness having seized her she
tonight by the law lirm of Sullivan Infected, the man avoided the spot.
his statement that playgrounds
are
was Installed In a .450 a month suite necessary
In its There lR little doubt that the mattress
CrOOTWell as premature.
for the development
of and
In a metropolitan hotel where
was the one in which the body of the
meals wholesome citizenship in large
MONDA
statement the lirm said:
cilios.
cost ten dollars a day. So severe a New
murdered woman was coni cal, ,1. This
negotiations
taken
"Active
have
York
should
soon
lead
the whole
led to
strain was this on an Income of a country In the
discovery that the covered
class of her citizens. place with numerous financial inter- wtignti the
couple of millions a year, and the
was
seen by several other perto
purchase.
No
ests
desire
sale
which
largest cash balance In New York, With the public schools closed the has yet consummated although It N sons and the police now have h minuto
playgrounds show an unprecedented
Meeting of Bernalillo and
that she has removed to u Madison registration with
likely that the transaction
be description of the two men. They were
will
.'1X0.775
members
foreigners.
avenue boarding house.
wagon
by
a
was
seen
The
But the
complete,! within the llexl two weeks.
In Manhattan and IS 6,
County Teachers Will
Iff in
weeks of expensive life are now enrolled
"In making the sale all the parties Mrs. Murray, win, lives In the nelgh- claiming their due, for It Is stated Brooklyn, making a total of more Involved realise the desirability of borh I; it was seen doing to the
Be Held in the Fourth Ward
than half a million future desirable
that in her present surroundings her citizens.
dealing only with purchasers of such Greenpolnt ferry by another witness,
The
enrollment
in
vathese
expenses for her dog. her daughter
standing that their control of the so- and the gale keeper at the ferry reSchool Building,
cation
and herself average forty dollars a the factclasses is purely voluntary and ciety Will he entirely acceptable to lb" members checking such I wagon, with
that
under these conditions
week. And the woman who was never the
policyholders as well as the insurance two men In it when the ferry boat
Owing to the failure of the school
number Is two ilo.l of
r,k. departments.
Alaska made at) early morning trip to
Known to tip until her flight Into ex-- t.
board to succeed In getting IhroiiKh
school attendance, with truancy
Twenty-thirBaal
Street
Manhattan.
elusive! metropolitan hotel
,.,, .. "Nothing material is being done Another feature of the case was dis- with repairs on the Central building,
life,
m HWS anil nn
I,
. .. iix
ii' i)' it,
hi hl
uiuii aien
now, it Is stated, giving thirty cents
the manner In which New York without prior consultatldfi with the closed when a physician. Dr. Wuest. the county teachers' institute which
a day to haa- waiter, and as much youngsters are
taking advantage of the superintendent of insurance of this made a second autopsy on the corpse. is to open on Monday morning ut 8
more to others' who serve her. It Is .chance for summer
be held In the Fourth
Tis
autopsy revealed a deep cut o'clock will building.
education. While state.
now announced however that she Is to popularly
ward school
The Institute Is
"The friction which formerly exist- acrossfirstthe woman's
known as playgrounds, the
secThe
throat.
a Joint meeting of the teachers of Her-- ,
ed on the hoard has been entirely ond uutopsy
retire to her? Vormont home where vacation school sessions, as a
was
cut
shows
thai
this
eliminated. The sale when it takes made by a person w ho Is an expert in nallllo and McKinley county, and wilt
her expenses will be only $20 a week. of fact, are largely held in matter
school
Super-- '
buildings and aim to leach useful place will confer upon the puchaseis
surgery. The Incision, say the coro- be In session K.for two weeks
Clark, of the departof (he board of di- ner's autopsy physician, is
trades).
us Is llitcndeiit J.
There are various classes in a large majority fully
such
concentrate com- made In desperate ases of diphtheria, ment of cducutioh. and oilier well
domestic science, mechanical occupa- rectors and will
Blow.
The Knock-ou- t
will assist
County
where It Is necessary to pierce
tions and nature studies. The girls plete control."
the known educators
The blow which knocked out Corbett are taught how to m eo.il,. utitit.l,.
wind pipe to prevent
strangulation. Superintendent Stroup In conducting
was a revelation to the prl. fighter. j. foods and how to minister to the sic k,
Whether this wound caused death. Dr. ths Institute.
From the earliest days of the ring the ivhllo the hoys are Instruclod In ,nr- Is unprepared
Wuest
to say.
Dr.
ELEVEN Wuest will
Quiet Hay al Summer ( apllnl.
knock-ou- t
blow was aimed for the jaw, tpent. rlng, chair
analysis of
a
make
careful
caning
and
similar
oyster Hay N. Y., July 30. This
Stomach
vein.
or
Jugular
temple
the
the
the
a
to
discover
whether
stomach
trades.
Particular
attention Is paid
punches were thrown In to worry and In every cuse to
drug was administered.
Kesldes the has been n real vacation day for Presi
the proper develop
weary the fighter, but If a scientific man
Incision
in
woman's
the
her dent Roosevelt, and such as he has
throat
of the body. Altogether these
not been able to have frequently since
had told one of the old fighters that th ment
DIE
FROM
HEAT
bewas
skull
tured,
frac
police
and
the
IbUMtmer sessions promise to be the
Washington. No
from
most vulnerable spot was the region ol kmost
lieve that nolson mav also have been his arrival
popular
and
valuable
undertuk-Ifnf
callers were rec eived except Ills secrethe stomach, he'd have laughed at him
j used to make thrlee sure of her death.
In the line of popular
Juvenile
for an Ignoramus. Dr. Pierce Is bringing
Failure to establish the Identity of tary, who drove to Sagamore Hill from
bonae to the public a parallel fact; that Education which has ever been underIs the greatest task the po- the executive offices In the village an
the
Relief Promised by Weather lice victim
the sinmacV i the most vulnerable organ taken In the country.
to overcome. A general hour before noon, carrying with him
have
out of he pfhw ring as well as In It. Ws
been
sent nut or Mrs. Ma- only such business as required the
alarm
has
Bureau Fails to Materialize In mie
Muskovltch and her husband. president's Immediate attention.
PREPARED TO
Stanley, who disappeared
Detectives
Sweltering
Chicago,
dliehgXflndi
kj
plexus
I
the solar
entto, until
CARE FOR
W
A REVELATION
F NHTFQ
'
L.I
learned that the couple are missing,
I1U I LO
anH bnn-b- a
...wit M.ta vnor atsimaoh
It is a ravelstlon to penpie, the
and
la
a
thje
possibility
there
that
sound and strong bvt la use of Docto!
cases of lung trouble that have
III Morning Journal Nacvlal 2. atari Wire.) murdered woman may ha Mrs. Musko-vltrNew York, July 30. Late this
FMerct's Ooldin. Medical Discovery slid
been cured by Foley's Honey and Tsr.
Chicago, July 30. The relief promand
wire
his
left
Muskovltch
ou orotic t vBurseJfin Your motLuiui
rnoon (leorge J. (lould gave out
ised in the government weather fore- Oreen point last Monday, supposedly It not only stops the cough but heals
strengthens
áBla tpot ."Uolden Medical Discovery
the lungs. L M.
rrom the heat or the last live foi Stamford, Conn., and Mrs. Musko- and
following statement
cast
Ruggles. Rcasunr, Iowa, writes: "The
cures "weak stomach," Indlgettlon, or
days
been
responsible
has
for
which
1,1
"Mr.
vltch has not been seen since.
Her doctors said I had consumption, and I
authorises the statedyspepsia, torpid liver, bad, thin and Imeleven deaths and mole than sixty husband returned to (reenpolnt on got no bettsr until I took Foley's Hon
pure blood and other diseases of the or- ment that the Wabash company had prostrations
ey and Tar.
not
arrived at mid Tuesday alone, ii Is said
It stopped the hemorhad
made satisfactory arrangements
gans of digestion and nutrition.
for night.
rhages and pain In my lungs and they
mor,
were
added
Four
deaths
"
the
protection
a
has
Discovery
of
tX.OIIU.IIOII
the
The "Golden Medical
now
are
as
sound as a bullet." J. H
to the roll today and of the tlfteen
specific curativa effect upon all mucous Wheeling and Lake Krle notes at
SHERMAN NOTIFICATION
O'Rlelly and Co.
reported
prostrations
victims
several
no
surfaces and asnee cures caterrh,
are In a critical condition. The maxi- ARRANGED FOR AUGUST 10
matter where located or what stags It
Wain., in ('anacía.
ii. id, -- i,
mum temperature today was M9 demay have reached. In Natal Catarrh It
Tesas lo Fight Lamber ( ornithic
Winnipeg,
July 29.
Man..
Is well to cleanse the passages with Dr.
Austin. Texas, July 30 While for-- i grees while the normal for the day
L'tlca. K. T.. July 3i. Representa
Manitoba government announced to
Rage's Catarrh Remedy fluid while using mal action han not yet been .taken In was 78. The deaths recorded are:
Uve
dropped todsyJumes S. Hherman received word day that 30.000 men are needed to
HHKIN.
FKRDIINAND
the "Discovert as a constitutional rem- this state against the alleged lumber
from Senator J. C. Hurrows. harvest the wheat crop In Canada and
edy. Why the "Golden Medical Discov- trust. Attorney (ienernl Davidson. It Is dead of heart disease aggravated by
of the committee to notify recommended to the governors of jails
chairman
of
the
as
diseases,
suma
In
giving
cures
catarrhal
lessoti
ery"
a
understood, is preparing the papers In heat while
him of his nomination for vrce presithat all men In prison for vagrancy
pelvic
and
other
bowels,
bladder
stomach,
an ouster suit which will douhtlese be mer school.
dent on the republican ticket, that it and other minor offenses lie released
organs will be plain to you If you will filed In a few days.
WOODWARD,
WILLIAM
dropped was agreeable
to the committee to early in the next month on condition
read a booklet of extracts from the writdead In South Chicago.
come to Htlca August 10th, the date that they work In the harvest fields.
ings of eminent medicsl authorities, enon
UUBTAVK
HKItllltlKN. round
Parachute !rtp Prove r'alal.
suggested by Mr. .Sherman.
Senator
dorsing Its Ingredients and explaining
Jackson. Mlh., July 80. -- William sidewalk In Chicago avenue, from Hurrows will make the address on
Reform In Turkey IMcascs
their curative properties. It Is mailed Oliver,
heart disease auperlnducted by heat.
a young aeronaut
of Mason
hehair of the committee, and Mr HherAthens, July 29. A
ru on request Address Dr. R.V. Pierce, .Mien., was
O. V. nKVKRHON.
found uncon- man will respond, formally accepting statement has been published calllr
killed todsy while making
uffalo, N. Y, This booklet gives all the
parachute drop at Hague park on scious In a vacant lot In Austin and the nomination. The committee will attention to the enthusiastic approval
Into Dr. Pierce's
Ingredients aaV-rlnvanaercoog issp, near here Just as died In a patrol wagon nn the way to be entertained by the city, antl Mayor of the new regime shown by tlreekl
medicines f rom which It will be seen that
W heeler Is arranging
the
parachute filled the strings on one a hospital.
pure,
alcohol,
of
plans for a big residents throughout Turkey, as condrop
a
they contain not
side
snapped and the aeronaut drop- f
usea
demonstration.
being
insteaa.
trasted with the unconcealed disconglycerine
legion ii g today hacks will be furlllua- - led ',000 feet to his death, the para
Mr. Hherman oxpectg to leave Mon- tent of the Rulgarlans. The statement
Dr. Plerce'i i treat thousand-pagall
by
Oakey's
nished
at
hack
line
a
cnute
Aaviser
rag.
trailing,
medical
useless
day for the St. Lawrence to spend a annotpiced that Greek bands every-wher- e
tratad Com
after him
mura of the day and night. Prompt few day on Wolfe Island as the guel
will be sent fr ee. paper-Is- ! und, lor 21 ona- - Olivar landed near a enrtvded merry-livenee laying down their in ins mull
cent atamos, or cloth bound M II Uiap.
Telephone f no old schoolmate Walter Clnrk. of ure Joining In the movement of .on
und
five minutes nflel and satisfactory service.
Address Dr. Plore a I l bo vs.
being carried lo the neuruet house.
If 1'hlladelphln.
Illation.
j 111 or 1M.
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Presses

The Job Department
of the Morning Jour- -

nal, long the
acknowledged leader
among the printing
houses of the
Southwest, is now bet-

lf

H

r

ucld-smeur-

t.

ter than ever prepared
to handle all
classes of book and
commercial work.

N

JOINT INSTITUTE

1

Mc-Kinl-

ey

d

-

e

make anything

from a thousand-pag- e
book to a vis-

iting card and make
it right. Prices, the
lowest consistent
with first class work.
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GEO. W. HICKOX COMPANY
UMIR JEWEI.BY HOt
til
COallMjm
OLDEST! AMD
BTtK'K AUK AT
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Bit IN MEW MEXICO

AMTi NSW

WE'LL BEPAIK THEM

Hull

f.

tf. STRONG

BOY

KHUI E.

M.

Prlvsie ÍUlllwlBEUA
Oilier Strtu.g Muck, StUMd
ami (
ht.
Telephones : of lite ó. Resl- -

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant
"THE HOLY CITY."
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dciu-t-

-
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Sujil. FairWtw
nd Sania
Barbara t'caeii ri.s.

"COW-

LOCAL ITEMS

OF INTEREST

SPORTS AND
Id tha avant that ron should nut
Ivf your murium papar teirph- na
rcf
the POSTAL. TBLBXIRAPH CO. giving your nama and addrvaa and tha
papar III ba dallvared by a apaclal
Tha taUpbona la No. II.
roeaaancer.

peelally hoavy and arrlvala from Camp
Whitcomb reported the water In Tijeras creek a linos, unfordable.
A. A. Keen returned last night from
a short buslne. trip, to Santa Fc.
T. J. Sawyer, of the American Lumber company, has returned from a
business visit to Thoreau and Ketner.
Bert Graham, who hn been playing with the Dawson ball team for the
peat season, returned to his home In
thta it y hat night.
(Sentient en and wife desire a good,
well furnished house of about Ave
rooms, In good location. Address 11
B. W.. care Journal office.
i

Division Superintendent John Stein,
of the Harvey system, left last night
for southern I'allfornlH. where he will
Join his family who are summering on
the coast. Mr. Stein will be awuy for
four weeks.
Be sure and stop at the San Jose
Market and take home a pound of that
Colossal Cream Cheese, for It is the
finest cheese that was ever in Albu-

querque.

Superintendent of County Schools A.
Stroup says that u number of the
next year's teachers huve written him
All persons SeIn regard to rooms.
oaL
Washington. July 30 Now Mexico al ring to rent rooms to teachers are
nt Arlxona: Fair In south, showers requested to write to Professor Stroup.
In noTtl) portions Friday anil Satur- At 10 o'clock this morning will be
lu.
hel, the funeral services of the late
Mrs. day Sumner, who passed kcij
Wednesday. The funeral will be In Id
Prank 1'. Helm was n I In- - i lly
from the home of the sister of the
on business from ClovtA
deceased, Mrs. John Clarke, 40!) HullI'uy your chickens al the San Jose ing avenue.
Market All stock shipped in alive.
last
Mrs Aiiei' C:i roenter arrived
Nicholas Selles, an insurance man nlRht from Memphis, Tenn., for a visit
I
of i ji ('run s, was here yeaterday on with her son. Ben m. Carpenteft
f
business.
the Rio Grande Lumber company.
w. R Borlptnre, Jr., lefi yesterday Miss Alice Carpenter, a sister of Mr.
to
for a areeh a Wall at the Valley ranch Carpenter, accompanied her mother
city.
this
POOOA
I
tilt'
'in
rv.
Mrs. Robert B, Wilson, of Chicago.
Alexander H Rcud. dlatrlct Kttornay
is In AlbuqHeTqtM to spend several
l Sania
r niiij Sandoval counties, ar
weeks with her hueband, the travelriVvd yesterday from Sania Pe,
of
the
ing IndUatrlal commissioner
Morning, Afternoon ami Evening
Tlir Young Mi ll's lt publican rluli Santa Pe, who is working up the SanSessions.
will hold u smoker ami rally Tuesday ta Fe railroad's exhibit at the Irrigaor Wednesday night nf n. xt week.
tion congress.
a. m Dettiebach, t the Now mx
W. C. Kennedy. Santa Fe depot masled Volunteer
piretnen'a association. ter, has returned from Brookfleld,
wn han yesteraiy from Sania Pe,
Mo., where he was called two weeks
marriage liennae was laaued vea a ao I" tin serious illness oi nis nine;
terdsy to Patrick T. Mahoney, ajfed daughter; We child died shortly af49, atad i.uia n. Arlington. aged 32.
ter Mr. Kennedy reached Krooklield
Phone 471,
was buried there lust Wednesday.
and
E, C. Abbott, awialAnl United Otate
J. C. HaldridRo. the lumber merattorney, arrived in the city laat night
chant, has tatted! a new business
from atenta Fe.
on the south side of Central
.i. P (tackle, of the Havrvey system, block
near Fourth street adjoining:
who has been hen' for several Mays, avenue
W. Haydrn
C. May shoe store.
the
left lor Kansas City last night.
The building will
has the contract.
E, H. Hie k ford was here yesterday be 50 feet front. 132 feet deep, built
from Lake Valley on business ennnect- - ol cement stone blocks, one story in
e.i with ins mining intereata in sierra height.
Mrs. H. M. Babbitt, wire of Santa
Mr. a ml Mrs Alfred Fried an, lit
Pf Depot Master Babbitt, who has
tie daughter returned yesterday after been in St. Joseph's sanitarium for
spending a month or mote at Whlt-eom- some time on account of a serious 11a. ..,.., ."
unrcical oneration
springs.
III 'M,
r
Ull.I.
morning. Her many friends
yesterday
o. A. Arpln, total Singer sewing
opmachine agent, left yesterday on a will be pleased to barn ttiat llie
business trip to Raton ami other eration was successful and that she
will be able to return to her home
northern points.
within a few days.
Slii-kin
the
clerk
bonus
Herbert
Through the courtesy of ManaKer
H iiiUi
Hice, re- Pa master mechanic's
theater, the
tiyneii yesterday from a three weeks' OrCndorff, of the Crystal
at the Crystal
visit with (riégala in Burlington, in. second performance
July 30 to August 6.
next Wednesday evening will be in
One of Ihe heaviest rains of the seaof
the Woman's Christian
charge
OoMtedlan
Thai
y
son occurred about 4 o'clock yester-daof Albuquerque.
union
Temperance
EDDIE BLACK
afternoon, last inn for a half hour
temperance workers will receive
The
In
the
u
precipitation
The
or
more.
the Waaottii
prnnts accruing from the seat
mountains cast of the city was oh- - the at that performance. The money
Tin- WcsseVrful
sales
thus rrrelved will be used to advanVEOLETTE
tage (lurlnK the sessions nf the Irri
Aim-ib) PROF. OLD in T.
gation congress.
Most M)ttrioue Ad In
THmlcVille.
The funeral of Colonel Walter D.
.I,ics who ili' d Wednesday niKht, will
New Pictures and Songs
Work
Saturday morning at 10
n,. held
Monday and Thursday.
o'clock from the residence of his
WHITE WAGONS
daughter. Mrs. B. I! Kilgar. 71R South
of
Third street. Lev. Fletcher Cook,conwill
church,
Bptacopel
St. John's
duct the services. Interment will be
mini' in Palrview cemetery.
Barton WUllame, who recently comi
pleted a trip by wagwi 'r"m Olmnr-rreJust reeoled a large shipment, which eyo haven't room for and are
n. N. M.. to th" (irand Canyon,
making special ow prices HiIh week to nunc llicm.
turned to the city Inst night via the
RanU Fe. much perturbed by reports
f Santa Fe limited
,.r the wrecking
AJjBUQVKRQUE.
AVE.,
near Topeka yesterday.
(,ln No.
'Ihe train Included In Its passenger
-,
Mi. ainl Mrs. V M. Porter, the
the
latter a sister of Mr. Williams,
two belnK en route from Chicago to
Sun Prtaclaco for Mr. Porter's health.
ded last nidht In
Mr. William" SUCt
aeetirlng a list of the Injured and was
relieved to tlnd that his relatives were
not amonK them.
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
B.

I'r

I

'

Good

HESOl'RCKS.
t.oana and Diacounta
Overdrafte. aecured and unaecured
IT. 8. Bonda to aeeure circulation
Premluma on U. 8. Bonds
Ronda, aecurltiea. etc.
Bunking home, furniture, and fix-tur-

of

DOLLARS

the business of
"THE OLD RELIin

Total

will be

for

knockers and those

at-

tention, we solicit

further

your

,

Tonight:

New Songs

cashier's checks outstanding
Re.urved for taxes

2,076.87

8,000.00

SIMON STERN

The Central Avenue Clothier

The State National Bank

Marcus P. Sawtelle

Albuquerque

Contractor and Builder.

Zweiback

1011 NORTH FIRST STREET.
Telephone 1080

the players are looking foi
positions with other teams.
Charlie Kunz, also a lot al buy, who
played with Dawson fór the past two
months, has gone to Denver, but Is
expected here within a couple of
weeks,
(iraham and Kunz may remain hen- If the Browns can offer
them sufficient inducement, hut It Is
likely they will join the brush league
In southern Arizona, where, It Is said,
winter baseball will he the rule this
year.
Dan Padilla, hlg chief for the Grays,
is saying very little about his lineup.
It Is thought, however, that he will
have his regular men in the Held. They
have been putting in these hours a
day In practicing on the Marolas
grounds and ae trained right up to
the minute. The Barcias lads are
Of winning the game and the
Browns are squally sure that they are
going to be the victors. A good game
should be the result.

15c
Per

ed and

"Our

is Best"

Chafing Dishes
EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
central

1

II-

WHITNEY COMPANY

Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; lion Pipe, Pumps,
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.

CHANGE OF PROGRAM AT
SKATING RINK PLEASES

The had weather last night did not
prevent a roo,, crowd from attending
rink An entire ehatiKe of
Albuquerque, N, M. the skatingnoring
Mail oideis solicited.
pictures and Illusprogram,
trated songs, was the bill last nlRht
The new tllrns are very Interesting and
enjoyable from bftgtBAtllg to end.
Weird Symphony" Is a funny tllm
and one lhat can be appreciated by
people who live In a Hat and have musical neighbors on all sides of them
who insist on giving concerts at all
boms when one b trying to catch a
wink of sleep. "The Lady Barrister"
should le seen by all henpecked husbands. The feminine lawyer Is so taken no with her studies In law that
she tlnds no time to bother with her
household duties. thus putttn Ihr
hnnlnn of home life on her husband
)
HAHNKHH
compelled to do the cooking.
who
I .s
S
IWÍM Wrtl.ll.B
of tin- - baby and do a thou
care
lake
ODKN Lit
sand and one other household Jobs. t
.. . j Joined- the Lodffc"
. i , .'uMfev
..iirt...
tllm fmm beginning to
a
end Casey, the name Itsoir neinK sub
aestlve of laughter. Joins a new lnd
whlb
,.,i ihe i.ntiea that he performs
he Is belna Initiated Into the myaterlea
of the organisation are the limit, t
Evidence or An Innocent
Victim," Is a sentimental picture with
a verv pathetic aoquel.
"Osknloose Lee" and "Dreaming.'
are well sung by Mr
two
ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA ROSA a, .o.n. w songs, aiile.t
LAS VEGAS
by pretlv lllua
tratid pictures. Altogether the change
Je
POK ONE MONTH
last night was rleror tnrouitnoui ano
The
pleased the audience Immensely.
T
T. COURTNEY.
CLAIRVOYANT
program will be repente, toentire
a Ml rellaole Tram Clairvoyant In the
Tin- intart eminent,
night and tomorrow night.
world lia pemianenily loented In your city, and U you are In doubt or
ea
gtv
upon
advice
aee
He
all
affaire
life
him.
of
and
call
trouble
M Mil I
M. FKANK
fjore, Ijim. Marriage. Divorce, Mining, Ileal rXate ano change of all
klndw. One vllt will convlm-- you of the tamer of thla wonderful
Hlseaera of the hair and Scalp,
man. ami that you earn oblata hepidneae, eonientmenl .aad aueceaa
scalp Massage.
(Vtitral Areuue. Kooioa 3 and at
Ijiille- - and Oenllenten
throBarli rolloultur 'la a-- Mcv .HAS
to II a.m., io a p.m. moa e imw.
lloura,
j
.
it tl Bamett BMg Ptaine 570.

IMPLEMENTS AND FARM

MACHINERY.

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
PHONE

1402

fft

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
i

First and Tijeras

CHARLES ILFlLD CO
Wholesalers of Everything
DE-WIT-

i

g

TRACK

consuls

-

Arrangement

West of
Cut Out Heavy

New

Isleta Will
Grade and Increase Efficiency of Freight Service,

Conimi'iicinK AUKUKt 1st, the Santa
Fe Coast lines will have a double track
In operation for about six miles west
of Inlet. The change will mean the
elimination of the big Mo Puerco hill
for SaSt bound passenger anri freight
trains. The heavy grade at Kin Puerco has always ticen the bane of engineers and firemen with heavy trains
behind them; By constructing three
miles of i rae!: from Sandia to a station
on the cut-ocalled Dalles, trains can
be run around the Rio Puerco bill
thus avoiding the steep grade. On account nf this grade at Rio Puerco,
the XL'.", cía.- engines used on the Albuquerque division have never been
loaded will! more than 1,100 tons.
Willi the new line which makes a circuit around the hill, the tonnage can
be Increased to 1,000. The' freights
have always had more or less trouble
making the grade over the divide at
Qonaales, and In order to avoid this
difficulty, the Hnnta Ke has placed a
helper imine which will assist the
trains here.
The regular main lino
track of ihe roast lines will still be
used by the westbound passenger and
freight trains from Sandia to Rio
Pueril, as usual. The telegraph office
which for many ycHTH has been stationed at Itlo Puerco, has been moved
to Dalles miction, and all trains will
be registered there. The new method
of operating the trains will result in
faster passenger service and a much
Increased capacity for freight trains.

A,

Package

NAVAJOS PERSIST

mmmmmmmm
Arrival

From Fort Wingate
Says Nephew of Notorious
le
is Making Trouble on
the Reservation,

ALBUQUERQUE CASH

By-li--

GROCERY CO.
HOMER II. WARD, Mgr.

An Albuquerque man who returned
last night fron a western trip during w hich he stopped at Fort Wingate,
claims to have It on reliable authority that the big military movement
now in progress on the reservation is
not altogether
a
peaceful practice
march but was found to be necessary
in order to overawe a bunch of Indians In the western part of the reservation "who have bean on the point
of muking serious trouble for some
time past. It is declared that a bud
Navajo, a nephew ol the notorious
who was capturen some time
ago by a detachment of the Fifth cavalry In northern New Mexico, Is leading a hand of painted braves in the
New
Organization
Formed extreme
western part of the reservaFrom Two Old Ones Starts tion and that he lias driven out all
the white men and Mexicans, offering
in With Membership of
violence to a number of them. These
Indians, it Is said, have never seen a
Over 600,
Dulled States soldier and the appear
ance of the large body of troops Is
At an enthusiastic and large attend- Calculated to thlOW I scare into the
gened Join, meeting of the Young Men's malcontents that will make them
to
come.
some
tle
for
time
Democratic and Improvement club

315 Marble Ave.

WOLKING & SON
tKRMOTOR

DEMOCRATIC CLUBS

WINDMILLS,

TANKS
WF.I.L

AND

DIALLING,
IKING.

DRIVING

AND

UK-P-

A

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TKL

AFFILIATE

I

'

IM5

At.

EIGHTH

Py-ll-l- e,

WISE & SON
REAL EOTATE & RENTAL AGENTS

Locate! at fl East Central.
SIXL and TRADE ON EASY TLKMK
SQUARE DEALINGS OUR

Con-slbera-

l

and the Bernalillo County Democratic
club last night, the two organizations
were affiliated and will hereafter be
known as the Young Men's Democratic
club. The meeting, which was held in
the quarterg of the Improvement club,
over the San Jose restaurant, was attended ,by a number of prominent
democrats several of whom delivered
short speeches. Among those who
made addresses were H. B. Kergusson,
II. .1. Collins, B. A. Baker and F. H
Moore. After the purpose of the meetBROWNS ing had been announced, the two orGRAYS
ganizations decided upon the following
officers to head the new club:
B. V. Chaves, president; A. Fleischer, first vice president: B. H. Crews,
second vice president; William
secretary; F. H. Moore, treasurer; H. Stltser, serges
H.
A
Cornell, assistant 'sergeant-at-arm- s
New Bunch of Talent Quietly special meeting of the now cluh will
be held next Wednesday evening, at
Finding Its Way Into Latter which time the matter of selecting
permanent committees will be taken
Team and Grays Are Trained up together with other matters looking to the club's welfare.
Down to Fine Point.
With the affiliation of the two cluhs.
the new organization starts In existFrom present Indications, (be ball ence with a membership considerably
game between the Oruys and Browns, over 600.
which Is scheduled to be played at
Traction park Sunday afternoon, will RAILROAD FINED UNDER
he a first class exhibition. The manLOUISIANA JIM CROW LAW
agement of the Browns are quietly
adding new player to the already
strong team, and It is likely that they
La.,
July SO. A
Baton Rouge,
will put up a fast gnme. Bert Ora-ha- 12,000 fine was today Imposed on the
who has been playing with Daw-so- n St. Louis Iron Mountain and Souththis season, returned to the rlty ern railroad by District Judge Brunot
last night and will he with the Brow ns for failure to provide negro passengers
In Sunday's game. Oraham hHs been accommodations as good as those
The matter
white patrons.
piling up a hatting record for himself
with Dawson and may possibly con- wa carried to the court by the state
sent to knock a couple of home runs railroad commission to sustain ita rulfor the amusement of the fsns Sun- ing that equal accommodations must
day. The Dawson team hat disband- - be furnished both rsces.

Al
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RUMORS OF UGLY

con-lide- nt
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Sani-

FRESH STOCK JUS FIN

i

DOUBLE

Colorado

tarium Co., at Boulder.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

m

Hubbs Laundry Co.

.

Here it is:
Every pair of Hanan & Sons $5.00 or $5.50 Shoes,
and every pair of W, L, Douglas Shoes costing $3,50
and up, is warranted to give satisfactory wear. If the
upper breaks before the bottoms are worn through we
will give a new pair free of charge
One allowance to be
made for bard usage. Other defects will be rectified and
proper allowance made, (patents not included)

Total
1824.869.34
Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo ss.
I. R. H. Collier. Cashier
of the above-name- d
hank, do solemnly swear that the
Hbovn
Is true to tha beat of
ulafernenl
Sty knowledge and belief.
it. II. Collier. Cashier.
Correct
Attest :
F. U. Si rung.
O. N. Marrón,
Jay A. Hubbs, Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to bafora ma this
17th day of July. 1908.
P. F. McCanua, Notary ' Public,

i

-

ait-ura- lr

W. L Douglas Shoes

Made by

CRYSTAL

WAGONS,

and

I824.8fi9.3t

Change

j

Hanan & Sons Shoes

732.42

Savings Banka
1,408.87
Due to approved reserve agents
11.67
Dividends unpaid
980.00
Individual deposits subject to check 377.625. 4
Time certificates of deposit
168.749.29

suffering

ate, personal

45.8S7.57

19.0m. 94

LIABILITIES.
Capbil stork paid In
$100.000.00
Surplus fund
35,000.00
I'lidivlded profits, lesa expenses
and taxea paid
777.48
Nutlonal Bank Notes outstanding 100.000.00
13,381.94
Due to other National Bsnks
Due to State Banks mid Bankers
1.137. I
Due to Trust i'ompanies and

good sum-

a'l with consider-

371.31

II 85t.:i

100 000 00
4 760. U0
11 468.81

Bankera

from
exhaustion of the
times, With a
willingness to serve

Much is said by the retailer about guaranteed Shoes,
but in a great many cases the word "guarantee'' does
not mean anything We, therefore, want to make the
following positive statement as to what we mean when
we agree to J'guarantee" our

Due from approved reaerve asenta 10S 121.74
ft 110.83
Checka and other cash Items
5 430.00
Notes of other National Banks
currency,
olckala,
Fractional paper
1K.3I
and cents
lawful Money Reaerve In Bank, vis:
Specie
23,I2K00
lgal-tender
20.000.00
notes
12 428.00
Redemption fund with 11. S Treas6 000.00
urer (0 por cent of circulation)

THOUSAND

mer medicine

Mil

Due from National Banlu (not
reaerve asenta)
Due from State Banka and

ONE HUNDRED

COLOMBO

Theater

No. Till.
Report of ihe cimlitlon of the State National Bank of Alhuquerque, at Albuquerque, in the Territory of New Mexico, at
... 101.
the cloee of bualneaa. July

examination of
the annexed statement, which shows
an increase for the
past six months

found

Guaranteed Shoes

OUMMER MEDICINE

An

ABLE"

31, 1908.

FRIDAY, JULY

mm

Oes-trelc- h.

i

fur-nlah-

MOTTO.
OCR DOMESTIC, ITNIISH IS JUKI'
S.VI ISI IES OI R
PATRONS.
IF YOU WANT TO BE
UP TO DATE HAVF YOUR LAUNDRY DONE BY THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. BACK OF POS'I'OFFICL.

THE THING AND

SALOON MAN IS FINED
TEN PLUNKS FOR ASSAÜLT

EVERY ONE If. TALKING ABOUT
OUR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
08 YtlCKS. I Hi SO
Badly Impaired ( oinil. nance of Com- NOT GIVEN
NOW. IMPERIAL ' AUNiMtY. HACK
plaining Witness MOVM Court to OF
POSTOFITOK.
Find Offender Guilty.

Oeorge Myers, an employe of the
Oxford saloon, on North Second street,
was fined ten dollars and costs by
Justice of the Peace Jose K. Romero
In police court in Old Town yesterday
nfternoon. The complaint agilnst Myers was sworn out by Daniel Romero
who alleged that Myers had assaulted
provocation. A badly
him without
damaged face, worn by Homero, was
thought by the Justice to he sufficient
cause to find Myers guilty of the ofMyers then
fense.
came to "new
town" and swore out a warrant against
Homero, charging larceny. The plaintiff alleged that Romero had stolen a
fifty-cebottle of whisky from the
Oxford saloon. Homero contended that
he had not stolen the whisky, hut had

OUR ASSORTMENT OP CANNED
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARE
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
EXAMINE THEM. P. fl. PRATT a
CO.

AZTEC FUEL CO.. M ILL. FACWOOD
TORY AND MOUNTAIN
PINION FENCE POSTS;
GALLUP
LUMP COAL, $.50 PER TON. BUY
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE 251.
OUR POLICY IS QUICK SALES
AND SMALL PROFITS.
LET US
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
IES. V. G. PRATT A CO., 211 S.
SE4 'OND.

nt

told

Ihe

bartender

he was going

211 SOUTH SECOND.

to

OUR WORK OP LAUNDERIN'
SHIRT
ON
LADIES' COLLARS,
DUC8
WArSTS.
AND
SKIRTS
SUITS IS UNSURPASSED. IMPERIAL 1.AUNDRY. BACK OP

take It and requested him to charge It
up against his wages. Judge McClel-ladecided
that Homero had not
taken the whisky with the Intention of
stealing It, and dismissed
the case,
charging the costs against the complainant.
W. C. Heacock represented Myers
In both cases, and Muleslo ('. Ortiz
was attorney for Romero.
n

A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

ware Co.'s.

Rev. I. W. Williams Testir.ea.
Rev. L W. Wllllsma, Huntington
FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM. AND
w. Va.. testifies as' follows: "This Is
WALTON
CREAM
SODA.
to certify thHt I used Foley's Kidney ICE
Remedy for nervous exhaustion and DRUG STORE.
kidney trouble, and am free to say
lhat Foley's Kidney Remedy will do
FEE'S ROOT BEER, fHIV REEK
all that you claim for It." J. H. OF QUALITY.
DRUG
WALTON'S
O'RIelly and Co.
i

